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Eleven articles comprise this document which presents

commentaries on nutrition, populatipn, 4nd environmental education; .

The artioles deal specifically with the crises of a' rapidly growing
world pOpulation, a worsening world food situation, and an energy
'Crisis.rA number.of spetific recommendations, both national and'.
international, are offered to improve the precaridus world-food

/ situation. Following an introductory article op these ptoblems, the
Second artipcle calls for a gldbal pffort to 4e4 solve the` problems.
through the continued efforts offhe United Nations General
AssImbly!s World Food Conference. The third article calls for a
.buildup of food stocks to give the world a security against serious
food shortages through a coordinated-'system of nftional reserve,
stocks o cexeals in both developed and developing countries. The
following article call6 attention' to, th'e problems,of food to relation
10 the gfbwing,population-7problems'of bpth quantity and
distribution. Also'incruded is a Declaration on Food and Population
presented to the United Nations-on 4pril 25, 197N. The problem' of the
world fertilizer shortage which threatens food supplies isdiscussed
in another article., Other articles deal yith food, nutritionrfamily
health, and family,redponsibi:lities.' (ARthor/aA)
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'1'HE VICTUR-BUSTRUM FUND
FOR THE INTERNATIONAL

PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION

a.

s
.

Cif eatikklAtj-
2;"The 1971 (-Top of 3.4-4*1

cereal grains was *-1k
an all-time record vsi..zf*siti:

billion metric tons.
sr-Vharvestover one

'`,0,1.

To visualize what that figure ---'2.-7=-=;5.:1'?---43.511.,...A.;:lev
means, picture a highwaya
highway built of grainwhich
encircles the earth at the Equator. This
highway of grain is about 16 meters wide
the width of one of the main avenues in any
large-cityand two meters deep. We must
reconstruct this highway of grain each year because
dye-consul:4e itit its entirety. a is not made of
ceriiirthitsb) that once madeiiorip can use tor 30' years

with minor repairs.
At the same time

that we are
reconstructing this

aer.4.4t. highway each year,
;!141:1;')- we must begin building a
rw' second one of these same

hi

dimensions-16 meters wide
and two meters deepbeside

it. Each year we must add
over 1,000 kilometers of

grain to the second
way just to keep up with. populatioii growth."

Norman E, Bottaug;NOef Pifze, 1970

FOOD AND POPI ILATION
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WII,LtANt H. DRAPER,

Chairman VictorBostroin
Fund Committee

,

. THE VICTOR FUND
AND

THE VICTOR-BOSTROM FUND

Tile Victor Fund was established in
1965 with an initial bequest of over

1 $150,000 from Alexander Victor of Vic-
trola fakne lb raise at least S3 million for
thb wohl(wide budgets of the Inter-
n'ational Planned Parenthood Federation
chqing 1966. 1967 and 1968. With some 25
contributions of $19000 the Victor Fund
was oversulskribed and enabled I F to
support projects and programs in
than 40 countries.

The Victor-Bostrotir Fund w as est
lished in 1968 with an initial contribution
from M, ,Harold Bostrom.`By the end of
1973 the Fund had provided at least a
million.dollars annually to IPPF for fie
Consecutive years.

The total amount raised is now over
$11.5 million. With the base provided by
these funds and other private contri u-
non's, IPPF has obtained support fr m
some' fifteen governmentsi and he
United Nations Fund for Population
Activities But private support must alsb
continue to grow ;Your help on any scale
which, you can afford will be gratefully
appreciated,

pe
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"To meet our present crises successfully,
the world must reorder its priaitie3 . . " -

.>1... ..
Nutrition and: Niim

by

,J. GEORGE HARRAR
President Emeritus

The Rockefeller Foundation

..
elk

The world today is confronted with three major cri-
ses: two of long-standing and one of recent major

impact. These -are:
A rapidly - growing wort ti population which may

reach 7 billion by the end of the century and could
double that figure before the middle' of the twenty first
century.

o A worsening world food situation in tvhich re-
serves are at an all-time low, prices have gotten out of
hand, and production projections over the long term, in
contrast to.demand, are unsatisfactory.

An energy crisis, long !Adding but currently posing
an immedia'te threat to our industrial potential with
especially serious imPliAions for tile agricultural'
industry.

Clearly, these criscs mu be looked at in context,
and mtksive effort made orld-wide, especially in the
Third World, to avert the disastrot.is results of failure '

to stabilize populations, substantially increase food
supplies and resolve the problems of energyt-for prog-
ress. This can oidy be accomplished fhrough inter-
national agreement,. planning,' and action on a contint.
ing basis towards these ends.

This Victor-Bostrom Fund Report deals with these
three crises and offers a number of specific recommen=
dationsnational and internationalto improve what.
Dr. Borlaug rightly call.s" "a preprious world food
situation."

Unfortunately, as these articles suggest, the world is
substantially out`of balance \with respect to the produc-

,

I,
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tion, and distribution of needed food supplies. It has
long been recognized that there are many agrarian
-nations whose Production levels are low and who 140-
larly fail to 'satisfy their basic food requirements.. Most
sucdessful agricultureis practiced in temperate climates,
where, soils are, fertile, rainfall adequate and growing
conditions, itgeneral, favorable. Where the climate is
harsh, water scarce, soils infertile and economic re7
sources limited, agriculture tends to become a subsis-
tence phenomenon. Where there are complications
caused by periodic floods, droughts or othernatural dis-
asters, the situation worsens. The Third World has
long experienced the effects of an imperiect system of
agricultural production and a long-term lag in economic
development. Where this situation is .compounded by
'explosive population growth, standards of living. and
the quality of life are woefully inadequate.

-
Checking Population Growth

There are appropriate technologies which make it-
possible to abate population growth. What appears to
be lacking is a universal will to embark upon this ef-
fort aggressively and 'continuouslyi Some nations are
Mill not convin5ed.that the population threat is real,
growing, and is contributing each(day-to a deteriorating
world economy, which, in turn; determines what stan-
dards of living shall prpvail. World leaders, and indeed,
the pOblic will 'have-Ito realize that they can make
progress towards the inwrovement of the human cori-
ditiop through the limitation of our numbers:

3
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As communication imroVes, it becomes increasingly

possityte to establish pat rns and programs, directed
towards reducing birth -rates through mass Participa
ton. Time .is a'critical" factor and although the world

.

might be able tolimit its'potivlation to approximately,
7, billion, just after t turn of the sentury, it it more
probable that explosive\ growth will continue Well into
thenext century and that there could be a world popu-
lation of 40-15 billion by the year 20AS., Theoietical
models with respect tojkotential world Mod prodUction.
are interesting but .uniYalistid The facts are that the
world; in its present state of technology and with its
*sent .eesources, cannoLhope to support in dignity a
population of 10-15 billion by )the end of the next 150
years. If thes.d'nanbers do occur be
cessful in stabilizing populations,
will be severely reduced standar
But fog. millions, this will un
malnutrition and starvation.

411r A

Nutrition Need Mutt Be Met
.

population stabilization occurs on 'an increasing
; le, then perhaps we can meet the problems of world
n tritiori. We are fortunate in tyving an enormous body
f knowledge derived from research on the human diet,

/which. establishes the requirements for energy and
body - building compounds. We have becomeincreasing
ly aware of defie5ency diseases and their effects upon
'pregnant mdtheas, infants, juveniles and older afe

ause we are unsuc-
hen the least result
of living worldwide.

tibtedly mean chronic
.

E FA 11
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.
groups. We know that juvenile malnutrition can bring.
about irreversible detrimental effects, both physical
and metal, that millions are-to,day condemned to, un-
productfve lives 'because of their Mier, deficient
dietary patterns. We recognize also the interrelation:
ship bletweeri' many pathogenic conditions: and ttutri-
don, and Are well aware of the effect of deficiencies of
amino acids and of protein malnutrition on body'
metabolism. presently,. knowledge is 'available to make
it p6ssible often to combat Many of these conditiONs
thr6ugh treatment and a balanced diet.

Effects of Ene y Crisis,
To provide adequately fo e nutritional' needs of

our present population plus those who join the society.
every 'day, the 'agricultural industry is under ever
greater prure. The energy crisis makes the problem
increasingly difficult and complicated, since agricul-
ture depends to a very considerable degree on energy.
Adequate fertilizer, machinery, water" systems and
electrical power sources in concert make it possible to
increase efficiency Of agriculture.with resultant 'produc-
d& benefits. If one or more of those elements are 'tub-
iracted from the system,: the, total Tood supply is in
evitably, reduced. The lack of long-range and forward
planning; tile inability of nations 'to"act in concert for
the common good, the instability cif governMents and
the neglect of food production has brought..us to our

'present crisis which is now being exacerbated by energy
constraints. J t. I

4.

Rapidly growing populations with unmet nutritional needs, inefficient patterns otagribuiturarproduction and the
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If human nutrition is meanin t can only be -so
when based solidly on an efficient ricultural industry.
Every encouragement Must be given to the agricultural
industry worldwide. A's Shri 'Subramaniarns of Ind Nt .

points out, high prioritieS will have td 'be assigned to
agricultural systems of management and production
including all di the basic ingredients essential to the
process. These are principally proper soil management,
the 'use of high-quality varieties and species, adequate
supplies of fertilizer and other agricultural chemicals,
efficient water utilization, and protection 'froin pests
and pathogens. Technology appropriate to the crop
and to the local economy, storage; transport, market-
ing, and 'Credit. facilities are all essential' ingredients .

within the total system. Finally, but of critical import-
ance, are stable governments, with progressive- agricul-
tural policies designed to assure the efficient utilization_
of agricultural resources and improvements in tike

quantity and quality of foodstuffs as bask to an at-
vancing economy and national ,%11-being..

Agricultural Potehdal NoflieLhed

The world 'food picture from today's vantage point
is.not encouraging. A minimum of four perceht annual
increase in food production is necessar .to fvd the
present population, the 75 Million new in vigihttswho
join the world each year (200,000 each d oticrtopro-
vide for reasonable reserves with which to guard against.
periods of deficit which occur all too frequently.-,More-

over, world food production is extremely uneven: There
is little relevance between the .capaCity of o'ne area or
one nation to produce food supp ics and the actual
production figures. Many nations hick have the poten-
tial toproduciA :annually vast antities of food and
feed grains never approach_the potential figures. This .

+ may be due to limited resou es, financial strictures,
inadequate foreign 'exchange, nstableyovcrnment,*and
an agricultural community" disadvantaged from the
standpoint of educational opportunities, extension
service assistance, and lac of an adequate infrastruc-
ture which 'provides neces ary storage' facilities, mar-
keting systems, and needed agricultural credit, among
other requirements. Most of the nations of the Third
World do-have large labor resources. In few, however,
is the labor utiliied at a 140 level of-efficiency, pritici-
pally because the essential' back-up ;elements are in
short supply or not provided. rPr

It is posSible to turn. agricultural production around
in many parts:ofthe world. Most' nations know what
their annuat requirements for fond supplies are apt to
be They als know their annual production figures and
their population growth rate. ft then beccimes readily
possible to calcblate natiopal requirements in both
the short and !Ong 'term. In the context a available
resources and systems, each nation can assess its 'N
current situation, determine prioritie for the future,
and methods for thair.achievement aid begin to take
appropriate action toward matching agricultural pro-

longTerm energy crisis present a world challenge that can be surmounted only by Cooperative international ayio
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duction .with essential food requirements for the saciety:
Obviously, geograPhic, climatic, and many other factors
and parameters guttantee varying-production capacities

A

Iamong 'nations., wever, a first arid. fundamental re-
quirementiSthat insofar as possible, each nation maxi-
mile its food production within its capabilities.

Fortunately, there is an enorrnotis±body of availakik
inforMation, a vast. technology, improved biological
materiall, and an ever-growing cadre of qualified
individuals who could give meaning and leadership to
any national agricultural development plan. If *itch
nation participates ii-a gIbbal effort to bring about the
maximum efficient , utilization of its agricultural - and'
human resources for the production of food, and agri-
'cultural comm'o'dities, then it becomes-posiible to greatly
increase total figures worldwide and., to plan a system
in which food production and distribution can be in
harmony with human needs withoat e convulsion of
crisis.

1% orld hod Productiorti'culd Be Doubled

--L14-11-as : been estimated that an organized, integrated
41plan of action involving all nations could, throUgh

'improvements in conventional agriculture, --iiT--- least
doublVa,nnual world food prOduction within-meason-
able period of years. If during ,the same period, sub--
stantial progress is made towards zero populatiop
growtii, then the lamentable and unrealcritable-gap be-
tween the affluent and disadvaritaged nations could be
substantially narrowed with en rmolis benefits to all
of the society, in a state of aceace and progress.. In an
organized world-fobt-pIri, 1 of the nations coNcerned
would have to accept the rationale of balanced' produc-
tion worldwide. Thu *, decisions would have to be made
as to where individual crops could be most.efficiently
and economically produced and how these could be ap-
propriately distributed in exchange for other csrnmodi-
ties 'produced elsewhere. 'his would. -he- in- effect
voluntary system of cropping patterns, quotas, and re-
serves, as, proposed by Dr. Boerma of- FAO and Dr.
Marei, Secretary-General of, the World Food Confer-
ence. It would be designed and operated fo'r-the bene'
fit of all nations to eliminate periods of glut and-scar-
city and the economic disadvantages these carry with,
them.

Our' present crises are ncreasingly .apparent and
threatening. To 'meet them s ccessfully, the w9Itlimust
reorder its priorities. It must decide how the utilization
of our human" and natural resources can best be ap-.
plied for the benefit,iif society, present and future. We
cannot indefinitely draw on our nonrenewable' resogfrces
for socially nonproductive purposes. In the pastr, the
tools of conflict, at great cost and enormous destruction,
at best brought 'about an uneasy and only temporary..
period of peace. A civilized world giiided by the month-

. ty urged by Dr..Itty of the World Council of Churches
should-be able to 'agree upon concerted action directed
to the alleviation of all' forms 'of human disadvantage
and the, continuing improvement of the human condi-

,tion and dignity through decent Standards of living and
opportunity. Essential to this end isthe interaction of
nations and the exchange of information,'. naterials,
.and -people, leading to growing international under-.
standing directed to building a future world with,
compassion' te concern for jI those who will occupy.,,it.
and one wort y of those Jim current%direcyts des-

6

Fertilizer and.new wheat varieties pay off in Eared°,
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.
"Millions of lives depend
upon our deliberations"

A Global Effort is Necessary

The decision Of the UN General Ass bly to convene
I a World Food Conference is of great historical sig-

nificance. It symbolizes the solemn resolve of the inter-
national community to work': toigether.to solve the prob-
lem of hunger man's earliest enemy and first concern.

fforts" by the international community to solve the
world's food problem have been underway i9 one form
or another throughout the past four decades. In 1937
the League of Nations set up a Committee to .study the
inter-related questions of nutrition, food production and
economic policy.-Ws initiative led ultimately to the
creation, in 1945, or the Food and. Agriculture Organi-
zation (FAO) as a specialized agency of the United

, .Nations. In. the past 29 years FAO tias provided a
focus for international action in the field of food and
agriculture.

Another important development was the establis11-
'merit in 1961 of the -World .Food Programthe, as a joint
UN/FAO body, initiating anew concept of multilateral
aid in. the form of food for development. This Pro-
gramme has made a significant contribution to the alle-
viation of.hunger and poyerty.

In 1964 the United NLions Conference on Trade and
Development' was. established as..aperminent organ of
tote General Assembly. This action greatly strengthened

e
c mplex "international trade, dimension of the world

capacity of the United -Nations system to tackle,the

food problem. During recent years, the increasing sup-
port given to the agricultural sector by the World
Bank, the regiOnal development banks, the Onited
Na ions Development rrogranirne and other agencies
of he United Nations system has had a considerable
imp ct on food production in many regions.

by

SAVED A. MAREI
Secretary-Onerlil

World Food Oonference
,,

TWo other international event's which left their mark
in this critical area were the first an second World
Food Congresses, heltifin 1963 and 1970, respes,tively.
These Congresses were not inter-governmental in,rchar-"'
pter, but were attended by; large number of.emtnent

1.1ersons with major responsibilities in government, in
business and in non-governmental organi4ations and
;iiiade a number of important recommendations. .

Lately, there has been a growing realizationthat the
problems of food production, consumption and trade'
need to be,resolved in the wider context of development
problems. 'It was from this perspective that the General
Assembly adopted. an International Development
Strategy for the Second Development Decade.

Despite these important landmarks and some lesser
ones, the world as a whoie is still far from providing
adeqyate food for all. In fact, today, in absolute terms
we have mare people who are hungry and undernourished
thin we had 25 years ago. Throughout this period the '
world has alternated between large surpluses and acute
shortages, between euphoria and despondency, between
hope and despair lint it has not yet devised measures
which will effectively banish the threat of starvation,
hunger, and malnutrition that hangs over millions of
,human beings.

New ,Sense of Urgency
A

The sudden and sharp doprioration in the world food
situation in 1972 and 1973 %las created a new sense of
urgency in tackling this problem. The most sjgnificant
manifestation ofithis sense of urgency is the decision
to convene the World Food Conference in November.
1974 in Rome..

00908 ti
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"The principal task of the World Food Conference,"
the FAO Conference said in its report to the Economic
and Social Commission, "should be to bring about a
commitment by the world community as a whole to un-
dertake concrete action toward resolving the world food
problem within the wider context of devtlopment prob
lems."

Determining an Agenda for A-/t*

The provisional agenda. is' divided nto two parts.
The first calls for a careful assessme t of kite present
food situation and the nature and agnitude -of the
future world-food problem, includin the identification
of a possible food gap between projected requirements.
and food supply if recent trends in p'roduction'were to.
continue.

The second- part of the agend
international action To be tak
under the following three broad
of importaru.--Measules which puld

covers national
n; grouping to

he dings 'a wide
ave a Ma'

and
et her
range
r ink

pact on the resolution of thefOod problem: .

Meapres for increasing food production and con-.
sumption in developing countries,

---Strengthening world food security through co-
ordinated stock holding, emergency relief and food
aid, aq
Internationag trade and international agricultural
adjustment.:

It is surely self-evident that the first and fundamental)
remedy of the world .food problem lies in raising food
production in` both developed and developing countries.
The provisional agenda envisions that it will -be possible
for the Conference to agree on long -term goals for food
production by the world community and to adoRt a
strategy for achieving these goals through 'appropriate
policies and programmes, with particular ,emphasis on
increasing' pr,ciduction in developing countries. These,

'hope, will include "many concrete and specific plans
for the development of land and -water resources, agri-
cultUral inputs notably fertilizer, agricultural ieseaich
f or a nfore appropriate technologyand-structural and
institutional improvements.
. -The agenda also focus attention on-consumption

and nutrition. II 'calls on governments to re- examine'
ike nutritional status of'their populations-andto fOrmu.
14te strategy for ensuring an adequate diet for all:

The;s bcond item will deal with measures to stfength-
en,,,*orld food security within a" new framework for
national and international food policies,:, the need for
which. has .already been highlighted by the events of
the last two' years. Even if effective national dnd inter-
national measures are taken to increase \production
and ,.thus t6 meet the projected gap between demand
and supply. of food, there will inevitably be periodical
setbacks, for instance, droughts Sand other disasters,
the effects of whichwill call fOr a much higher degree of

, international co-operation.

Emergency Food geserves Needed

ter,irrigation in Libya helps raise ood'production

In this context, an important prerequisite is im-
proved co- operation in 'maintaining food_ stocks and
co-ordinating national reserves policies, so as to ensure
that adequate physical supplies ar.'e available at all
times. This, however, will constitute only the first
modest step towards World Food Securitythe basic.
objectives of which have already been -endorsed bye.
governments at ,the Seventeenth Session of the FAO
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Conference. The next logical step would be an agree-
, merit on more effective measures for providing emer-

gency relief in cases of:disaster, including creating inter-
national food reserves for use in emergencies.

..Atigther- important component of a -World Food
System would be the fot.maation of along-term policy
for food aid, \linking the coccepts of food security and
deveiopnient assiitanCe. Such a policy would allow for
improved international co-ordination of fiiod aid,pfo-

4grammes, as w asell ensuring continuity of food, aid
0

, supplies nd opening the way to an increased role for
multilateral food aid.

The third broad heading for action 'ls international
trade and international agriZultural adjustment. It is

envisioned that the Conference will seek specific
...

objectives and programmes which have a bear ng on the
solution.' of the food ..problem, and which could be
carried.out subsequently through existing international
machinery, to achieye greater stability in food prices
'and .greater consistency between national and niter-
nationatagriculturalpolicies.

Governments, will identify under each agenda item
,

the specific actions anal Rrogrammes on which the Con-
ference could focus its attention\ I am pleading .vigor-
ously for a business-like apprpach, both in the prepara-
tory phase and during the. Conference itself. In particu-
lar, I hope,that Ike can keep clearly in mind these three
areas in i,;hich, subject to effective follow-up action,.
decisiy.e measures can be taken.

6Long and intensive work will be required in a very
short time by all concerned, and especially by the or.-
ganizations of the United Nations system- directly in-
VolYed in .,,preparing background material and doeu-
ments. ,This will undoubtedly piit a considerable strain
on the resources and the expertise of the organizations':
coneerned, but is am convinced that they will riseVo the
occasion. .:,',..

An even heavier responsibility will fall on the partic
`.pating goverhments, since it is up to them to agree on

the policy measures and concrete actions that are

needed to achieve the Conferenle objectives.
The challenge that we face 'today in solving the

problem of hunger AO, malnutrition is greater and
more complex than at any time in the past. The way in

.
which the international community meets this challenge'
will affect the lives of millions- of human beings. all
over the world. 1, for one, believe, that success Scan be

.achieved only on one basic condition the nations of
the world must agree to act vigorously tog ther in the

virsuit of a common oveiriding goal. All co ntiies have ' .

a contribution they can make to this endeavour, and
au must share responsibility for itssuccess or failure.
Millions of lives are dependent upon our clecisions.flt.-
Should, therefore, be the firm resolve of all to ensure
that the World Fo4od Conference of 1974 marks a mile- ..,, ,
stone"on the load this world must travel toWar4s our,
common goal of banishing, once and for all, the scOnrge

of hunger from our globe. , '4, '
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"The neglect of agriculttire. has
created ptitential for disastex . . ."

The Case for World' Food Security

wenty-five years. ago,. the General Assembly of the
United Nations adopted the Universal Declaralion

-of Human Rights. One of:the Articles of the Deeraia-
. Lion proclaimed that "Everyone has the right toa stand,

-ard of living adequate for, the health and well-being of
hirpself and of his .farriq." Among the necessary com-
ponetits of this.right, the first to beventioned was food:,

There are. many people ih the world, especially in tt
richer countries, who will regard thisas a fine statement
of the obvious. There are many others, especially in th4
poorer countries, who will also regard it as fine state=
ment, but of tr remote ideal. For the fact is that the
world has-never come anywhere close to a situation in
wadi everyone 'has had enough food for an adequate
'standard of -living,' Neither in the more distant past]
nor in the 'twenty-five years since the Universal Decla-
ratipn was 'adopted. Nor today. Todayi, in fact, there
are grounds for believing that, as a result of events in
the last yea?* or' so, the situation has. actually become
worse. It is more critical than it has been at any other
time, since the years immediately after the end of the
Second WOrld War. At the middle 'of this year, the
wheat stocks of major exporting countriesrinay be down
to about 20 million tons: At present the outlook for the
harvest seems goad; some major .Rroducers have in-
creaset4 their wheat acreage and theweather so_far has
been favorable, with the, possible exception of the Sovjet
Union. But the fact remains that the world has become
dependent for its basic food supplies on the outcome of
a single season's harvests and a single, season's weather.
If there-is a substantial shortfall in any region we could
be face to face with crisis on a considerable scale.

Even with good harvests the world 'continues to be
faced with shortages and high prices both for cbreals
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and for the chemical fertilizers which are needed in vast
quankities if any consideral increase in food produc-
tion is to be achieved.

In the prosperous countries of the world t is situation
has contributed to a level of inflation whie is causing
a great deal of concern; for)the developing world it is an
almost intolerahke burden. The Food and Agriculture

r,ganization of the United Nations (FAO)inas recently
ijmated that the developing countries' itriport bill for
gals will rise from $4,006;000,000 in the 1972/73

ssason to nearly $10,000,000;000 in' 103/74. The
,ase alone equals about two- thirds of the yearly total

cial aid that they have received in recent years:
z-

Fertilizers And Energy Costs Escarating

\Thl current situation is a direct outcome of the poor
:;it,,,,, f 1971 and then 'of 1'972 when world food pto-
ctioft ,' ctaally declined for the first time since 'the

S cliti,. orld War. Then in 1972 wrier massive grain '
pu chas by the Soviet Union wfilch further severely
de let ocks. Qver the same period, increased de,-
rna d'A inadequate manufacturing capacity have
chit edi-4: owing shortage of,fertilizers. Recently, the.1,; 'trJuni 14 ot rices has helped to puSh, up the cost of the
limit d 'u les of fertilizer which have been available.

Al hoiighlltese recent eyents may have precipitated
the p esent otiiical situation i'n the developing countries
they a are not t basic cause of it. For this one mu'st look
to the' laok o sufficient-investment of effort and Of
money in a ulture in recent y'ears. There have been
modest\ gain R food production it is true. During the
1950's rodti non in the de owing world increasecFan-
nuallY t y 3.2 ger:cent and i he 1960's by 2.7. per cent.
But most of41iVextra production was taken up by in-'
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creased populations and in many Coil r trielkwhere food
consumption levels were already da gerously law 20
years ago they have declined f. r lor, at best, re
mained stationary. This neglect of agriculture has thus
created a: potential for disaster which could easily be
realized in the next year, or so: unless we make a fresh
and i4re 'vigorous effect to meet what is, after all, ry

man's most ha*, material need. ,

stocks ps security against serious food
Our mosrimediate and urgent need is. t.9 rebu

food
rebuild

shortages and, with this in mind, last year I proposed a
co-ordinated system of national.reserve stocks of cereals
in both. ileveloped and developing countries. These,
stocks would be held, oWned, and coutrolledPationally
but there would be an jnternational policy linkip with
regular congultations to agree on the action needed to
meet the threat of a food shortage in any ,given: area of
the world. , -

This propos'al was endorsed by PAO's 6overning-
Converrence last November. It is now being, embodied
in a formal undertaking for acceptance try governments..

viewview of the present situation and in the light of the
IF

.-

O e -

positive reaci-ionby-governffientsi .Noiernber there is,in

a every reason' to believe that the' proposal will be 'ac.-
cepted. The task now will be.to translate an idea into a
specific pregramme for action. ': ' :

For a start it is clear that if the scheme is to work, all
governments whltadhere to it 41,1 need to think- out
.very 'Carefully what their-natiodal stock policies sh.outd'
be. lo-the case of smaller and poorer countries little:,
more can be expected than 'a: commitment -'to ,their,own

-ofrsurvival. Moire_ powettfulc tries; especially those
°which are major exporters of ood,-wilj have to consider
not only their Own nee&bilt also thes.e,orothers:' .

Measures to help developiogicoUntries build up their,
own ,stocks have been given particular , attention. Dis- .

cussing the question in November .1973, the FAO Con7
ference drew attention to ',the role which the Woildi,
Food .prOgramnie coutild play whir, its more than ten
years' 'experience. in the distributiehpf rood-supplies to
meet emergency situations and to back' programmes of
national. development.' The Conferencv wised. &Vern-
ments ,to. make: 'additional pledges to the WFP. The
World Bank (IBRD) and the regional banks, including

' ..a.,"ro, -T.:,-.-4-.:,Y444",raWf i ,i.,c

'It

r 41.'
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In many develdping countries Ihere is little additional available land w,hipti can be easily brought into productio
. .
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the 4Iricari Development Bank, have expressed their
williii,ness to finance storage facilities and other inTra-
strpcture while the IBRD has Also '.suggestyl--that it
might be able to finance ii)e initild food stocks them-
selves, as.part of an overall project. The linternational
MonetarY-. Fund has indicated that it could assist coun-
tries in tiding over temporary, or medium -term, balance

tpayments problems ;thaticould arise in building up
nd maintaining reserve stocks.
Substantial surft)ort-Vihus beginning to build up for

these proposals and I Ptak real hope that we are On our
`Way toward's a World food Policy which will include
oputually-agreed 'stock-hblding policies; measures for
price stabilization; more effective food aid aFrangements
to deal with emergencies:: and More systematic', long-
term food aid policies better adjusted to more general
requirements. To these I would like to see addedan im:
proved food information and outlook- system -.-covering
the Whole world

Today, the technical' possibilities exist fOr great in-. a
in-

creases in Oroduction virtually eveiy developing coun- .

try there' is absolutely no doubt about that. `But, as I
have already noted,. we have conspicuously failed' to
make-tlie effort that is needed; rich and poor, we..are au
to blame.,

Clearly, the main -effort,, must be made ay the devel-
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9ping countries. They must work more.energoically to
introduce improved technology into their agriculture.
They must make more efficient 'use of the resoui-ces-
Atechnology that they already possess.,

There is a crying need for social reform.. In too many
developing countries customs oLland tenure, ofthe em-
ployment of labour, of provision of mat credit, and of
marketing are antiquated and-Wasteful. Some countries
.must give morethOught to their population policies. The
limitation of population grOwth is not .a. magic key .0
progress but it is certain that the present rate of popula-
tion growth. is.a'burden on many economies and often
on limited 'natural resources.

,The world must take more energetit and intensive ,
measures to slow .down the present headlong rate of
-population growth, especially in the doieloping coup
tries. While it is true that the world has the technolOgies
cal capaCity td feed ifluchmore than, the present popu-
lation of this planet, I -do' not think that the ghost of
Malthus ,has been exorcised. For technology is only one
faCtor in the food and population equation.

At the same time, the developing countries are going
to need mush greater support frog' the more prosperous
countries. ft- Blight be.remembered that only a few years
ago the tinned Nations General as a whole
agreed that the developed countries should 'be able to

.0/

The world fish catch after reachinga peak in 1970 has declined in recent years.
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devote 0.7 per cent of their gros; nation. product to aid
by 1975. Today the level of official .aid,is about one-half
of that figure and the general flow of aid seems mare
likely ,to- decline than increase- Yet I do not see aid fro
the richer countries as disinterested charity; it is
term investment in the- world economy as a whole which

, will ultimately pay dividendsto all countries.
I believe that together with an increase of aid from

the traditionally. rich countries there should come greater
'economic help from the newly--rich oil - producing coun-

. tries. I think it isa very welconie/portent for the future
that several of them have a.lraadx announced steps to _

channel resources into existing or new development
funds. An example close to FAO is the decision of
*di Arabia to pigedge $50 million to ache joint UN/
MO World Food Programme for 1975-76

Aid to the developing cplintries means also giVing
them a fairer deal in .iniernational trade. They need to
earn more foreign exchange' in ord9r to speed up their
economic and social development. But we all need them
to earn more as .a contribution to a healthy and thriving
world economy. At FAO we hav drawn up proposals

--"7--fm- measures of adjustment to national agricultural poli-
cies which could contribute to this aim. Our ;tales have
shown that very modest trade concessions, which would
hardlybe noticed in the agricultural econotfries of most
of the developed countries, could give a very substantial
boost to the economies of the poorer. agricultural pro
ducing countries.

Cooperation Could Bring Siti`cesS

I'. do pot believe that the long.:term outlook for foOd
Production is a-gloomy one as long ,as wecio not con-
tinue, to drift as we have drifted for too manyvears..

1 do believe that today the food situatio is more
immediate and.more obvious to most people t1 n it has
been in Years. EVerybody is affected by 'shorta es and
higher prices for food. I thin,k mostpeOple are rvous
about" what' the future may bring and this is not n un-
healthy state of :affairs. In' ,November, a, special \ U
World Food Conference is to be held in Rome. If Pies-
ent concern and apprehension can Alen' be transmuted
Into a firm commitment for action by the countries that
take' part then 'we could begin to hope that AO aim of
freedom from want might become an attainable hope *
for the world at large.

'U. S. dollars
pet- metric ton

0
1971 1972 1%73 1974*

*mow PloP4toort Cornmidosiaithe
Wald Food Cfrolonloos, ifff4 V* is for Mardi, 1174
Improved technology can increase food,yields. .
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We-have seen men on-the moo);
but can we belp-men'an earth

r-

Challenge and'Opportunity:
.The.World Food Problem

by

itiri C. SubranTaniam
Nli ister of Industrial Developmedl and Science and Technqlogy

Governmenit of ThdiA\_.
. _The over-all requirement.forgOod is gre ter. than- its

Availability and the sap between the q is widen-
ing-. Failure (to achieve a durable balanc between the
two portends a downhill course of eovei y, disease and
social disorder for. many hundreds of mi ions of people.

It took 18 centuries for world popula ion to increase
from about 210 million to one billion. It took only a
little ovea century thereafter for the s coed billion to
be reached; the third needed only(30, ore years; At
present rates of growth, it will take hard t5 years for
the 4 billion. mark tp be reached. That svOit*iappen
within a year or two. Muth of this increase is taking
place it the underdeveloped world.' -

The problem of food in relation to the population to
be supported by 'it is not ahly a problem of quantity
and-quality but also of distributiolg. Today, one third.of,.
the world's .population 'uses two thirds of its grain. -

Much cif this goes to.feed live-stock ,to supply the milk,
the eggs and the meat for consumers in the afflue9t.
countries. As a recent article in The Economiit

)(London, April 20, 1974) put it stiCcinctly:

Some counaies:Will pay more money for the grain
to keep their livestock alive than others will be able
to afford fur their starving population.

As within- nations, so also' among nations,, without the
purchasing power, mere physical availability of food
does not imply that all will be well fed. News of lug
harvests merely mocks at the deprived, whether they be
natiOns or classes of people within a nation.

14
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The optimism that characterised the Middle sixties
on the .ability to produce' adequate food' for the- world's
population is now quite muted. .197; andL1973 wit!
nessecia sharp deterioration in the world food situation,
with large areas being arfected by drought, dwindling
reserves and mounting pfessure on prices. A further
spell of drought in 'parts of Africa 'and Asia could well
tip the scale in thepresent precarious balance,between
requirements sand ,availabilitiet and drive millions to the
verge-of Malthusian starvation. It is against this back-.
ground that the World Population Conference and the

'World Food Conference are to be.held,latei this year.
These Conferences offer a valuable forum not..merely

to review the immediate problem .but also to wo
consensus on the main contours of a world strategy to

C avert this looming danger. Reaching ad accord on a
genuinely cooperative action progtamme designed to
strengthen national and international programm.es -to
fight hunger and malnutrition wherever it may exist
should be the guiding s.pirit of the deliberations at these.
Conferences.

Food Is A Complr4 Situation

Both from the point of view of' what has to be done
and Yrocri the point of view of who will -do it, the whole
chain-- food production, handling, distribution, and.
consumption 7 must be. considered .hs a complete sys-
tem. Corrective measures on various aspects of the im-
balance between supply and demand for food will need
to be devised in ',full awareness of their inter-relation-
ships with a view of optimizing the results for the
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system as a whole.

On -th, supply side, low -cop yields in' the developing
countries Soften indicate considerable untipped produc-
tion potential in their farms: At the margin, returns on
additional inputs-in these ,yeas are likely to yield better
returns than it ,adas w 4cre the potential is already
being exploited more' intensively and crop yields arc
alr'eady high. This, will be a' relevant cynsideration in
planning the further deployment, of scarce inputs for
achieving the increase in 'output that 'the world so
urgently needs. 0-

scientific, .iiproa,ch to kgrii'ulture..
'Agricultural research has signifi c.ant technological

brcakthrdughs to its credit in improving yield pojcntial
of some -of thC' major food crops such as wheat, .rice,
sorghum; m0ze and pearl Millet. Crop yield is not
however, a sciniple, function of the variety of seed used.

',It' is dependent also on soil and climatic factors, ,on
availability of- water for irrigation, on.' iffectiveness of
pest control- memkures and, of 'course, on tine soci&
economic frame-Ark in which the farming community ,
operates. Reseaith work, in major interOatiOnV antres '
for improving' genetic potential of seeds needs to be
carried further and adapted through' fr."' net-work of ';'"
localsresearch stations in order for the results to be most.
meaningful for different local environments.

Anothei area where further research, develowent,
and extension is urgently required for improving agri--

. otultural.productivity in the developing countries, is in
carrying-out soil and water surveys on a comprehensive
basis.and in popularising scientific sbirand,waier man-

,
-agement' techniques.

A specific commitment from the developed Co%) tries
at the forthcoming'Population and F9610. Conferences
for help in initiating. or 'strengthening actin ics in the
developing countries to promote ,increased. agricultural
pr uction would be timely and valuable. UN agencies
c also assist in promotingion ,.atmosphere where
national Governmentsoate encouraged to' bestow the
required,priority for modernizing their agriculture.

A technological breakthfongh in agriculture is'not
automatically or easily converted into a production ad-
vanee. For thisl to happetithe requisite inputs-;high-
yielding varieties of seed, plant nutrients, plant protec-
tion, chemicalswill have to be supplied to the farm-
ers, in time and in adequate ,quantity. The demands
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that this aspect .of agricfiltUral development make on
the production - and 'delivery systems.are immense.
Wation51- gOvernments will have to (.accept primary
responsibility for ensuring, that this set of activities is
attended to on a priority basis. Even here international
assistance in disseminating information and in provid-.

mg technical and training facilities could be fruitfal.
Recent Asian and African experipnces :highlight the'

fundamental difference between tephniquekneeded, on .
the one -for promoting industrial development
based on ..the concept pf mass production, nal tech-

... niques needed for stimulating agriculturttl advance
which must be based Jon a concept of production by
masses for it to be relevant to most develOping coun-
tries. The institutional and managerial, innovations that
this implies are far-reaching. .

Wastage Must Be Redneed.

One aspect- 9f the fodd, supply problem, in relation
particularly to die developing world, that perhaps has
not received as much attention as it has deserved relates
to the savings -in grain,IthaLare posSible by eutting
down losses between ;What is produced and what is
available for Odnsurnption. Estimites of losses, in total
production owing, to rack of care at the harvesting and
post-harvesting stage .varYiwide\IY..But by all accounts

/
they ,are Jat'ge, and to. a great extent avoidahle

< Meas-
ure for improving prevalent techniques.-can, save mil-
lions of tons of valuable foodgrains and -protect .their
nutritional valpe, makitig., all the differences hetween
starvation and .,survival for' large numbers of people.

Simple equipment must be devised and brought into use
that reduce wastage and check deterioration in food
'value at various stageS of transport, storage and
processing.

rintily Planning Requires High Priority

The Pearson Commission's warning in 1969 that "no
other phenomenon casts a darker shadow. d%er the
prospects for international development than -the stag-
gering growth of 'population" found its echo in the
UN Declaration on Population in 1970 which at)-
pealed to national' Governments to 'recognize family

.planning as one of .theit vital interests. It Ts one of the

.more encouraging -facets in an otherwise gloomy pictke
that an increasingly 'large number of Govern,ments in
Ate developing world have specifically accepted policies

fft1,044 se. sr,

and., pr4moted 'programmes for limiting growth rates
in their populations. This commitment tiow extendS ap-:

proximittely to two-thirds of the Populfition of the
develops ng areas. In terms of actual coverage by specific
prograint, however, progress has been much slower.
As 'per on estimate *, roughly 10 per cent of the mar -
viedried wpmen of repr1 oductive age in 18 countries with
specific operational programmes of family,' planning
have accepted the programmes and are practizing con-
traception: Extending this coverage ,,and improving the
effectiveness of family planning programmes :rill de-
mand high priority in any programme for meeting the
world food problem. r.

Poptilating Planning Sector Working Paper World Bank., March
1972?-p. 18.
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Available evidence, dearly indicates that for sustain-
ing a family planning prograM4 el):ectively,,it is qften
helpful to' relate it around a comprehensive health care
system. it is hard to find examples where attenipts at
reducing population growth have met with significant
success when death rates of infants and children have
continued tq be high. Recognizing the fact that bridging
the nutritional gap for the 'entire popuLation in the

developing countries will be a long term epdeavOur, a
Report 'commissioned by the; United' Nations-.,n "A.
Strategy for Fighjing Protein Hunger" (1970) argued
that. Governments should in the first instance, concen-
trate onkmecting the nutritional requirements or twiner-
able groups in the population, namely, the infants, the
nursing arid the pregnant mothers. In most c ntries
there is also , considerable scope feV'increasin the
nutrient value of existing diets at .no great addit oval
cost by a suitable combination of diets or by supple-
menting deficient tiernents. International, assistance for
further research, development and. extension in this
field would pay handsOme ,dividends. in upgrading,

'nutritional levels among large masses of the people in
the developing world.

A Global Plan or Many National- Plans?

A central'issue that-141e forthcoming Conferences on
P6pulation and Food respectively will need to face is
whether action, designed to meet this threat 9f hunger
and, rhalautrition, at a tim when science and technol-
ogy can provide us with he tools for combating the,
threat effectively,.will be left- to the planning.and execu-

.
44,

r

e -capabilities of each national' 'Government, or
hether a global\plan of action-.could by `evolved., by
utual agreemenrso. that the challenge. is tackled as a

ommOn threat and by cooperative endeavour.
The situation,' of course, -poses no direct threat to

some,orthe countries. But the long-term.problems flow-
ing from the massive increase ,of popukitions concern
the world as a whore,'IM1 not Merely particular nations.

aThe anxiety voiced with over-all -"Limits to Growth"
,underlines this .commonality. For some of the develop-

ing countries,, these firhils are already not hypothetical.
The per capita agricultural land available in'India,- for
instance, is only about .0.37 hectare, whereas the
authors of The Club of Rdmc report, Limits to Growth'
envision a minimum requirement of 9.4 hectare per
capita for ensuring adequate nutritionalstandards. /

Even for the more Ycivanced nations where the
problem of food deficits is yet to ernqrge, mass produc-
tion technology developed bTfiterit calls for intensie
'use of various non-renewab e forms of energy. We must
work to evolve. new to nologies,.of agriculture and
patterns of distribution, and packaging which use less
energy and non -ienewabit resources. A leading ecol4-
yist once. said that whet'. we eat potatoes,. we ace in fact
mostlyleatiiii oil. This statement well Characterizes...the
agricultural 'practices of the industrialized countries.
Recent 'studies' h'ave shown . that in. some .eases; the-.

fossil fuel subsidy is so great that the food calori0 ob-
tained by the consumer are even less than the input of
calories from non -re n able tesources. ..

4

Self-Reliance in Food disable

Inthe discussions relating to the world food problem,
it is necessary to shift thee emphasis from trade to
production and Abe means for achieving higher pro-
duction. Let the deficit nations -be helped to become
self-reliant within *foreseeable future. Under such an
approach, programmes designed to train research work-
ers, to supply equipment, to provide extension aids, to

-,Jupgr,ade managerial, skills in the rural context assume,
special significance-. -In terms of costs, such a policy is
not likely., to impose undue strain's on the resourees--7-*
financial or humanof the deveoped world, compared
with what it would cost directly to find adequate food to

keep the growing millions in the developing area* ade-
quately fed by prodUction stoeks in and by the more
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advanced countries. It is. better to supply the seed, the
nutrients and the pesticides in time to prevent the
famine than to supply the grain to fight4starvation after
allowing it to occur. It is better moreover. too help the
national governments t? produce an adeqUate stock of
well-trained scientists, technologists, administrtitor and
extension 'workers who can help M the efficient produc-
tion and use of the'ifinproved seeds, ferlilisers and other
chemicals than to perpetuate helpless dependence of`chemicals

block of countries on another block of countries to
secure their -minimum food Reeds. This is not to argue
against possible advantages of international Specialisa-
tion. But in such 'a vital commodity as basic foodstuffs,
each nation should feel itself sufficiently seff-reliant that
its national survival is riot tied to .fiCkle chrges of
climateboth natural.and political./

BUild-up of such skills and Organisations
in the countries thatirIatfritherrt presently to meet. the.
,clementary Food requirements of their vast and growing
millions will take-time. In the meanwhile, international
ailion for creating a buffer--sjock to meet emergency
nEeds will once again require' consideration at the
highest level: The World Food Congress prov,idg a

welcome opportelnity for considering this question. Can
we at least arrive al some understanding that 'surplug
'countries will hold a certain minimum level of reserve
stocks arfd operations on this reserve would be subject
to international monitoring? The aim 'should be to
guarantee an agreed level of emergency supplies for use
in areas that may need them at short notice for sheet'
survival and for ensuring a reasonable Stability in
frices.

To recapitulate briefly, we
forts at achieving agrseement
action in regard to the foil

(1) Massive assistance

d to concentrate.ef-
n a global prdtrzirnine of_

mg six major areas:
for improving agricultural

produoion .throug strengthening scientific and '
managerial capabilities among the developing
countilks;

(2)Supply of requisite raw. materials for produc-
tion, particularly of nutrients and power, at prices
that will be withinothe paying capabity of the
developing countries;

(3) An Agricultural Inputs-Bank undet inter
national auspices for the benefit of the develop-
ing world with distribution to be made on the

18

(4)

(5)

basis of mutually agreed priorities and prices;
reducing loss and wastage. to minimise. the
present gap betiven production and' con-sumpt
tion;
special efforts at meeting the nutritional defi-
ciencies of vulntr'able segments in the world's
population; and .

(6) a Food Buffer, if not directlj, internationally
owned, then at least operated- as per interna-,
tiorthlly devised guidelines,

The forthcoming conferences of world leaders
should particularly beware of engaging in endless dis-
cussions that do not lead to a clear-cut programme of
action. If the challenge fa sing us, is not met now, with
timaginaticin and compassio by the international com-.
mUnity, the 'breathing' spell provided to us by the
scientists would have been lost through failure of
statesmanship. Let us hope that the same enthusiasm
and energy that characterised- the U.S. programme. of
"Man on the Moon" before 1970, will at this juncture

'In human development, be captured at the biter-
national level for saving, from avoidable starvation and
Malnutrition, "Men on the Earth":

Az;12:

Grains are the basis for-the diets
in devp,/oping colintries.
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The following Declaration on Food and Population,'
which has now been signed by over 2,200 distinguished
citizens from over 100 cantrie was presented to
United Nations Secretary-General Kurt Waldheini
on April 25, 1974. Messages of support fog the
DeClaration were received by a nuinber of government
leaders. The Response by the Secretary-Genetal'
is printed below. The Declaration together with. the
list of signers, the Secretary-General's Response
and the Messages of Support have been printed in ,

Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Germann'ortagueie,
Russian and Spanish. These are available free upon
request by writing to Food add Population, Suite;
200, 1835 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006

vraily
Organ/zoom. and
andWomenEveryw

the Untkrsigned,
Address tl Lief ration an
Food&P

. o link unites the family of, man more
Ai. than his need for food. For.foodis an

essential conditiOn'of life, common to
all p'eople; wherever they are, whatever they do
they share alike in this need.

The stark truth is that man's ability to
produce food is not keeping pace with his need.
Despite efforts by governments and the
international community to solve world food
p?oblems, more people are hungry today than
ever, before.

Hundreds of millions of the world's
people are undernourished. Population_growth is
add* 75 to 80 million more people each year,
200,000 each day. Within the next 251years or
so our present numbers .gf nearly 4 billion will
be nearly 7 billion. They mugt

he world food sitnation took a sharp turn
for the worse in 1972 and 1973:
1. Stocks of grain havelit an all-time

low snipe the end of World War II. Surplus
skRcks fornierly held in reserve have nearly been
eAkauited: and nq longer offer security againa,
iidespread hunger and starvation.

2. Food priees have reached new highs.
Last year, despite a record world harvest, ,
escalating demand nearly doubled grain prices.
The increasing cost of food threatens to cause
serious hardship for many people already
spending most-of what they have on food..

3. Less of the cheaper protein foods,
which normally supplement grain diets, is
available. Thgworld's fish catch and per *tit
production of protein-rich legumes, the staple
diet in many countries, have declined.

4. .Food shortages have created serious
Social unrest in many parts of the world and are

-particularly severe in-countries where hunger
and thefiseases that thrive on under-nourished
badiivie prevalent. This scarcity has been
aggravated by the consumption of more and
more grain to produce meat, eggs and milk:
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5. Mounting fertilizer and energy
shopages are reducing food production in._
certain areas and increasing food prices.

In this new and threateding situation, a
bad monsoon in Asia (which could occur in any

- year), or a drought in North America (like
, those in the 1930's and 1950's); could mean

severe malnutrition for hundrVls of millions
and death for many millions. t

his dangerously unstablt world food1/4
. picture, when seen against an

unprecedented population increase, has
created aniinmediate sense of urgency. The
dangers of food shortages could.remaiwi threat
for the rest of this century even if, hopefully,
bumper crops in some years create tempor4
surpluses and even if the trend toward reduced
birth rates becomes general throughoutithe world.

World fOod production in the years ahead.
must; rise at' least 2 percent a year to keep pace
with the present:rate orpopulation growth. But
it must rise a good deal more &the world's
people are-to-be provided with an adequate
diet. This required annual increase in food
production is Considerably greater thaTilhat----
which occurred during recent decadesand
seems to be increasirigly,harder to achiev
each year. But unless there is this necessa
continuous increase in food produ'ction, there
Will be even more hunger and malnutrition and
soaring food prices.

The need to seek solutions is pressing.
The nature of the problem, the precarious state
of world food production made critical by
predicted expectations of Continued population
growth, balls ford, concerted action by the world
community. There is only one cure forhunger
and that is food. No palliatives or panaceas
in the form of reports o'r resolutions can
alleviate the pain of empty stomachs that must
be filled. International resolutions, however
high-Iminded, area mockery if they do not have
a tangible impact on the human condition.

heiThited Nations is now providing kk

leadership on both these ?roblems. In
0 August the United Nations will convene

the World Population Conference in
Bucharest. In November itwill convene the
World Food Conference in Rome. These are the
first occasions when governmets have
agreed to meet to consider these crucial
questions and to consider taking action
on them.. -s

With these two conferences only a felt 7
months away, we urge governments, acting

---beforeat and after these two global cofiferences,
to consider realistic and purposeful measures

_such as the following:

° . Give high pri?rit3i to *grams in each
country which will increase the production of
grains, legumes and other staple food crops;
ensure the availability of protein-rich foods,
patticularly to the more yulnerable popUlation
groups; expand the,pioduction offertiliier;
and improve the opportunities for small
farmers to make a reasonable living. Develop a'
comprehensive and constructiveWorkllood
Plan for adoption at the World Food Conference.

2. Support sound population policies
relevant to national needs which respect
national sovereignty and the diversity of social,
economic and,cultural conditions; acceprapd
assure the human right of each couple to decide
for themselves the spacing and size of their

--families;* and recognize,the correspOnding
responsibility of governments tt provide their
peoples the information and the means to.
exercise this right effectively.** Embody these
_policies in a World Population Plan: of Action. .

to be agreed upon by governments at the
World Population Conference.

* United Nations Teheran Declaration of Human Rights, ,

1968 (para. 16)
** Resolution 1672 (LII) of the United Nations Economic

and Social council, 1969
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3. Recognize that the interdependence of
the wor community creates an obligation to
assist irr e necessary fundin'g of food and
"populati programs by bothdeveloping and
develope countries. This call's for the
elaboratit and implet4tation of a global
strategy by be United Nations and its family of
agencies, i ing the Food and Agriculture
Organizati e United Na 'ons and the
United Na ions Fund for Popula n Activities "IP

4. E tablish sufficient food re rves
.thirough,n tional and international efforts to
provide continuing vital insura ce against food

'"Shortaset
1.5. Recognize that, in our finite world

where resources,are limited, the fax,nily of man'
must one day, and hopefully fairly'soon, firing
birth rates into reasonable balance with the
lowered death rates that have been achieved.
Many governments see the need to guide .
national policy toward this objective. -

on the world today. It is the greatest
manifestation of world poverty, which has many
aspects. The absolute numbet of despei-ately
poor are far greater today tlian ever before in
history. The need to eradicate acute prerty is
being recognized more than ever as a collective
respOnsibility. It is a (ask which global
partnership and the demands of social justice
make imperative.

We repeat, food is crucial htcause-
literally 4ens of millions of lives are suspended
in the delicate balance between world population
mad world food supplies. Growing populations,

.46 denied sufficienfood needed for,survival, resist

solution to the present world food crisis
must be found withilt the next few years.
The social transformation which can lead

to a reduction in the world rate of fertility,
along, with lowering the rate of mortality, will
take decades to accomplish. But a start must be
made now because the millions of people being
bol-n each year place a heavy burden on the
resources available to many nations for
education, health, employment and the
maintenance of environmental quality. A
reduction in population growth could help
alleviate this burden. Effective measures toward
resolving both tlie world food and population

',,,,problems must come within a total strategy of
development. Not only is social and economic
developme'nt.desirable in itself, but also it
contributes to moderating population growth.
All these measures are designed to improve the
quality of life.

In this Declaration, we focus on food
because it is the most critical of the pressures,

all efforts to secure a'peaceful world. With
increased production and more equitable
distribution folod, the futGre could provide a
prospect of less misery and more hoptfor.
countless people now deprived of the basic'
necessities that are their right;

The World Food Conference fepresents a
unique opportunity. This opportunity must not
be missed. Comprehensive international
agreements must be readied to assure at least
minimal food supplier; with sufficient annual
carry-over stocks. Disastrous breakdowns in the

woild food supply can thus be avoided. All .

nationsaiiay then rest secure in the knowledge
that this, the most critical of their immediate
problems, is being attacked with wisdom, vigor
and unity of purpose.

In the name of humanity we call upon all
governments and peotiles everywhere, rich and
poor, regardless of 'political and social systems,
to to act togetherand to act in litne.
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Respmise by UN Secret

Following is the lext of t statement made by Secret y-General Kurt *Waldheirn on receiving the.
Declaration on Food and P u tion piesented bygt up of eminent intellectuals and scientists at a
ceremony at United.iyations. adquartersApill 25, I 74./ I am gratefUl to be given this eclaratio t is 'm rked by a profohnd concern for the improvement of the human
condition...The Declaration is important-of-I self by vi e of the authority of the signers whose standing in all walks of
life is reflected by the stature of those who hav me othe United Nations today to bear Witness to it

have recently described the times-we are living i being charachlized"by mass poverty, food shortages, an
energy crisis, a continuing oppressive burden' f military ex endithre, inflation. exacerbated by world monetary instability,

Auld the prospect before us of a donblingof human numbers by the turn of the century.
' The Declaration addresses itself primarily to the draMitic depletion of,available f reserves and the shortfall in..

World food production. There is.no more immediate task than that of rescuing the world f m a situation which, for manY,..
has always been precarious and is now even morehazardous. Short-term measus, sentiakniust not be allowed
to become palliatives, for the coming years will increaseipur vulnerability.

Virtually in no other area is it more pressing than in the one to which Deelaratien addreises itself: the need to
assure that the men, Women, and children'Qf Africa, Asid, Europe ad the Atnericas,whateVer their origin, their religion,
_their politidal philosotIhy; their age, thekiocial condition have,the basic foods which are -theone essential and undebatable"
pre- condition of a life of dignity and decency. Without an assured supply, all our other asp'' ations forpeace. for social-
jhstice, fOr groWth and creativity, bOth as individbals and as nations, lose their a& take on a hollow ring.

I cannot but beharply and painfully conscious of the dangers.posed by the Declaration, haying recently returned
from the Sahel. There, the suffering provoked by a §ix4fear drought is resulting in premature death, disease and a dreadful
sense of helplessness,. The tragic spectacle of dying Cattle and their owners fleeing the encroaching desert induces a sense
of desperation into that should be the objective analysis of the world's food situation andprospects.

It is no accident that this: eclaration is presented at the United Nations. This,biidy was established in the final
phase of the most devastating war in history not merely to embody the highest aspirations of mankind, but to provide an
operational vehicle for global action. The present crisis and those that we can Seelotliing ahead can be overcome. They
*indeed a,serious challenge to use all our forces, our deterrnination and ingenuity to provide a better life
future generations. , . ;

This is a year in which the international community, with some brutally. abrupt reminders of what the future may
hold, fs facing up to the situation. At its present special session, tire General Assembly is devoting its attention to finding
the basis of a more equitable and workable economic systema 'system-Which takes into account not-, only the needs of
all nations, but also the imperative interrelationships of the several parts of the problem: poverty, the conservation and
just aPportionment of natural resources, the preservation of the environment, ana the problems of trade-and monetary
system. Food and population, the two urgent issues to which your Declaration addresses itSelf, forman integral
part of this whole.

In August, in Bucharest, for the first time Governments will hold a world population cOnferenee. Shortly afterwards,
in Rome, the-World Food Conference will offer GOyenunents the oppOrtiinity to tackle the world food problem. Your
call therefore for international co-Operation to ensure supplies of food comes at an opportune incurient. TheMorld Food
Conference will present the Member States of the United Nations with the uniqUe Oportnnit), t e immediate practical
and urgently needed steps to redress a tragic situation which we can no longer afford to ignoret.

The unprecedented growth of the world's population istompounding man's difficulties in k ng himself. The time at
our disposal is very short.You point out that the world's food production has barely kept pace:wit population increases.
Our goal is not mere survival but a life of dignity and peace with hope for each new generation to improve the conditions
of life for the billions.of men, women and children will, inhabit the earthlin the coming decad s.

. Whether or not we can increase food production depends, as the' eclaration states, not on a torrent of words and
resolutions, but on adopting ne(and tangible objectives, hammering out the global strategies neededand revitalizing the
machinery to achieve them. In spite of its ideological complexity and the political and other constraints that must exist
in any global body, the United Nations can and will respond.

It is in this same,spirit of commitment and determination that I receive this Declaration. I am Confident that the
international community can and will find humane solutions to the serious problems of food and population which
confront mankind.
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"All of our efforts will be in mix . .

unless we stabilize world population"

Precarious World Food Situation
by

NoRmAN E. BORLAUG
Director

The International Wheat and Maize Imp ovement Center
Nobel Peace Prize 1970

'The present world food shortage is a n w develop-
' ment, the implicgtions of which are o ly now be- "-

&ming fully apparent to consumers and governments.
As late as spring 1972, the world felt very complacent
about, agriculture.. There 'seemed to be a ovate food
reserves.. Then drought began in, late 19 I and con':
tinued throughout 1972, adversely affectin wheat pro-.
duction in the Soviet, Union, the ,People' Republic of
China and Australia. Also in 1972 a poor monsoon.
reduced rice, sorghum and millet production in South
Asia and in Africa south of the Sahara.

In a few mortths' time many of t4ese countries, begin-
ning with the Soviet Union, were forced to import large
quantities of grain. Stocks which had previously been
thought "surplus" disappeared overnight. Prices of
grains,' such as wheat, for example, increased from
about $1.60 per bushel in July _1942.4o something over
$6.00 at the beginning of 1974: They have now settled
at about $3.60 or $3.70 a bushel--which represents a
doubling of wheat prices in just two years.

With the disappearance of the food grain reserves, the
whole would food situation is precarious. Without food
people can only live for about three weeks at best.), If
major drought occurs in the world now, or a crop failure
in any of the large grain - producing areas of the world,
tens of millions could die in an interpational disaster and
little cnidd be done to prevent it. It was only a small
clkenge in production that triggered off these potentially
catastrophic events and brought famine so clpse.

Cereal grains provide a good indication of total IOU-
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produ on. The 197,1 crop of cereal grains was an all-
time r cord hal/est 1,1000,000,000 metric tons. To.
visual' e what that means, picture a hi hway a high-
way .wilt of grainthat encircles th earth at the

ft,*

Equ or. This highway of grain is abo t 16 meters in
widt the width of one of the venues in any
lar city-- and it will have a depth out two me-
ter Such a highway would approximate t volume of
the 1971 record grain crop.

Building A New Highway of Grain Every Year

Yet each year we must reconstruct this highway oof
rain because each year we consume it in it entirety. It
s not made of cement so that once it is built it can be
used for 30 years, with minor repairs. This highway of
grain we demolish by consuming it each and every year.
So each year we must reconstruct this highway. Then, at
the same time each year we must also begin building a

,second highway of the same dimensions-16 meters in -
width, two meters in depthand 1000 kilometers long
in order to provide for population growth.

How do we do this?
We have two choices: ,

increase the land area under cultivation., or
increase the yields on the area already under

cultivation.
Except for a few countries, there is little additional

good land that can be brought under cultivation. Only
costly, time consuming projects such as irrigation, will
provide new farm land. North America has some addi-
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tional land which could b,e brought back into produc-
tion perhaps IQ - 15 million acres, but most of the
land Which .once lay fallow hat already been brought
back into production. Certainly in the vast proble
areas of the world where the great majority of tlje
World's -populationand some would say oyeppop-u a-
tion1already lives, there is hardly any. additional land
that can be brought into ,production rapidly.

Therefore production per ere must be.increased on
the lands already under cultivation. In most of ['lose
densely pprtufaied areas, agriculture is so old that the
soil has been expldited for'decades or even centuries.
rt has been deplettd of essential nutrients such

s phosphorous; potash,..nitrogen,end other elements.

-A-gyicuitural ReseArch Vital

The, only way to. restore productivity to this- sgi1 is-;
through researchresearch' to determin what" the
limiting' factors areand chemical fertilizers'"to
ish the depleted soil. Only in that way. can the soil 'be
made responsive to the needs of those improved .crop
varieties which will hopefully increase yields dram-ati7
catty. Fertilizer 'is a must for most Of the depleted soils

1

of the develdlUng world. Unfortunately, it is in very short
supply.

Further research must be undertaken to,devdlop new' -

high-yield crop varieties such as those we have .devel-
oped for wheat at the International Wheat and Maize
Improvement Center in' Mexico. The International Rice,
Research InStitute is examining ways to increase rice
yields. Research is underway elsewhere in the devel-,
oping nations to meet indigenous needs for certain other;crops.

These new varieties of plants are genetically engi-
neered to respond to better nutrition in the local envi-
ronments and to produce_ heavyyields of grain. These
plants must also have built into them resistance to the
major diseases and inspect pests that are present in
different areas. Otherwise, the addition of fertilizer
could -;1tinililate weeds and pests rather than wheat or
rice.

Much research must be done locally. Even though
seeds that have been developed elsewhere can be used
temporarily as a stopgap means, in the lOng run re-
search programg must be established in' developing

countries. New people must be trained. These are costly
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and time consuming projects, but they must be under-
taken. ,

To this already difficult and precarious task, the pres-
ent energy crisis has aided an immense burAenLihrgely
through higher petroleum' 'prices. Wit. in the last few
months, about twelve tp fifteen of the Third World na-
tions which 'export petroleum products have 'become, in
effects ver.y wealthy. But the 'remainder. of the devel-

,

dping nations are, in a worse situation than ever, as, the
case of India illustrates.

India'sCrisis

In 1971 India spent appitOximately $560 million on
the import of three basic products: crude oil, feftilizer,
and about 2.1 million metric ton's of food grains., "'

, If India were to buy. the same arnount o-f those three'
products today which it cannot afford to do India
would find that the price of crude oil and, the priCe of
fertilizer .have gone up about four- of five-fold. The
price of foOd grains has tripled. Finally freight rates to
transport., these commodities &Mil. point of production

"'Point of import have `also doubled and tripled be-
Cam they .too are dependent on energy. In order 'to
obtain the same, amount of these products as purchased
in 1971, India would have to pay approximately $3.1
billionor more than five times as much as,in 1971.

Each year we must:build a highway of grain.
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COmpletely impossible. India'S foreign exchangebearn-
hags from all sources are about $2.4, billion. India has to
cut back on Crude oil imports. This,. in. turn, ,cuts down.

.not -only total industrial-production, hut' also Indian-
dtimestic fertilizer production which, again, adversely
affects food production: In 1974 production of wheat
alone will be bn the-order a-about five million tons. less
because India was unable Lo get enough fertilizer. The
-shortfall 4-1ay be even more because India's domestic
production offertilizer is/alser'reduced.

What cane done about situations.li this?

ril4 Fertilizer Production Must
../
Be Expanded

.. .
Fertilizer pritiduction must Ile expanded. In order to

`maintain per capita food consumptiOn at the .present
level the world will have to guild J5 new fertilizer 'corn--

--\.plexes each year at-a. total investment :.about $7' to .$$
billion a year.

A big job lies ahead.One future development which,
hopefully, will pccur is the prOdtietien of fertilizer in the
Middle East.:"Natural gas which is now being flared off
Arab. oilfields and wasted is the beSt raw material for
the production of nitrogenous fertilizer. I have' encbur-
aged Arab nations, as well as Iran, to install greatei-
fertilizer capacity. It is good business from their stand-.
point both ,to export, one of the most basic of human

needs into .world markets and to ti-y to remove the
destructive waste of flaring gas.

Today the world; has no food grain reserve's, despite
. the-ract That la"st year; 1973, produced an all-time 'rec-

ord harvest 'of graiii. I -Hope. that at.-,the World Food
Conference in November in.. Rome, arrangements.can.

Ifiadeso that responsibility for finincit: the storage
r-etf reitsonable. stocks in many parts- of th-, Odd can be

agreed upon, and' so that all nations c.arA'participate at
least, by tokeW cOntribution: Thciss 'nations "Which have
the capability should approach thisielsue on la global

A

basis. ;. .

In conclusion; let me emphasize that you.c,ann.ot con-
sid foOd without 'considering population. Wgenever
ytiu talk about-'planning for foed productio n; yOu need
to know htiw many -people you 'are setting. Ithe worldis
tables for Therein lies the other:side-cif the coin. The'
rapid reduction '.of -:death rates h'as' preciPilated rapid
population,. groWth, ohr efforts 4p:increase.. food
production: will be:14 '1,41; *unless we stabilize world
:population?

Population Growth: ffects Everyone

.Ptipalation, grOwili,t(idaY is a mppster with many,.
tentacles. that reaches out and tries y suppress stand-
aajs of living throughout the world. Even those whO
have already :achieved. economic' development, such as ,
the USA.and jhe USSR, are threatened.

In'the Short time that it ,takes to lay -Tins is mon-
strous," there are five more people borri into this World,.
than have died. That is-a' erious situation. Ibis difficult
for democratic" a:overrun' is to-deal with- rapid popula-
tiqn growth when aco try is already over-potnilated.

.

-,--The potential ftir viole is enorrnpuS.Set-in countries
. with:good education programs, combined with good,

faMily planning programs, and clinics; the "birth irate
and 'death rate can be brought into balance, helpinttti
ensure a better lifelor the people.

Let; us not be misled into believitfg, howeveii, that
any developed country. can very conyenientlY isolate
itself as a nation from all of the unstable and explosive
political situations that are appearing in many parts of
the world.

High yielding rime requires fertilizer and pesticides -
T

Governments will tumble unless these problems are
met. Internal civic strife will become revolution and
revolution may become international.
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The limits of agriculture could
be reached by century's end I

World Feitilizer Shortage
Threatens Food Supply

by.

Raymbrid Ew41,4
Professor of Chemical Engineering

,State University of Ilbw York

. .

The. world is now in .the grip 61 an acute shortage of
fertilizer. Pricese have risen dramatically during the

past 18 months and show no sign of abating. The
piesent iliortage ,of fertilizer will continue for many
years and will Pave a severe impact upon agricultural
production in developi,ng countries. During 1874 .the

, shortage of fertilizer wilNrobably result in crops no
higher than 1973 crop levels in many. of the larger
developing countries such as China, 'India,. Banglade§h,
Rakistan,,Sri Lanka, Ipdonesia, Philippines, Thailand,
Turkey and Egypt.

An adequate fertilizer supply is a tremendously inf-'
portant component of agricultural development prk
grams. iii the last twenty years approximately one-half
of the gain made in food production output was due to
increased . fertilizer usage. Increased irrigation, high
yielding seed varieties, bringing more land into produc-
tiou' and all other items accounted for the other fifty
per cent. tfinfortanately, fertilizer will 'be the limiting
factor in the further development of agriculture in the -

next-tvierayjive
,

Developing Countries Hardest Hit

It is ironic and tragic that the world fertilizer short-
age Will restrict agricultural productivnky in precisely
those countries which can least afford to grow less
food. One on of 'fertilizer applied on the fields in a
developing country will yield twice as much additional
,gfain as i4 would have produced in a developed country..
Yet the developing countries 1ith their populations
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\r"
doubling every 28 years%se only about a tenth as much,.
fertilizer per person as do the developed nations.

The fertilizer shortage has its roots in the dearth of
two other items investment capital and manpower.

c4ertilizer plants are very expensive to build. It is doubt-
ful, that the fertiliAr industry can expand fast enough to
keep up with the demand.,

The shortage ipf large 'capital investments to build
new plants is exacerbated by the shortage of engineers
capable of designing and building fertilizer plants.. With
the worldwide push to utld new oil refineries, nuclear,
power plants, coal convion plants, etc., fewer and
fewer trained engineers are available to build the
fertilizer plants Which are Atlesperately needed.

The forewing view of the future fertilizer situation
does not rhean that fertilizer production is going to
decline. Far from it. Fertilizer production will continue o'
to increase at a high rate for many years, but demand
will increase even faster than production. If this proves
to be 3rue, the present shortages will become more
acute. It behooves every country to become as self-,
sufficient in fertilizer as is economically possible.

The rapid increase in demand for fertilizer in devel-
oping countries is linked to three factors population

' 'growth, the need toimprove per capita caloric.intake
and the relatively low level of fertilizer usage in these
countries. Between 1956 and 1973 years for --which
good statistics are available the developing colvt ries
increased their, fertilizer consumptiohebby 705 percent
and grain production' increased by fifty percent. Be-
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cause cif the rapid population growth, however, grain
production per capita increased& by only one' percent.
With- -few prospects for a rapid decrease in the rate of
world population ,growth, we can expect an acceleration
rather than a diminution in the demand for fertilizer. -

Farther, the depletion of world grain reserves, bad
weather, and the consequent price increase, have com-
bined to place world food production. in a very precari-
ous position. In the developed nations food prices have
.risen dramatically. In certain developing countries,
hoWever, millions of poor people are being held hostage
RI drought, famine, and malnourishment. Hundreds of
thousands cannot lighten their belts any more witholt
succumbing to 'starvation or protein deficiency. Food
assistance has and will continue to be required to make
up for short term wduction shortfalls.

Fertilizer Aid More Efficient Than Food Aid

It would be wise, however, for the industrialized
nations to reevaluate their food and fertilizer assistance
programs forth.e long term. Food assistance can breed
dependency and. illusions about the urgency of agricul-
tural deyelopment in low income nations. The suppliers
of food assistance, on the other hand, could probably
save .money by giving 'food defied nations adequate

fertilizer to grow.their own food rather than by giowing
it in__the developed nations and shipping it to those
needing assistance. For example, to supply an Asian
country with 4.5 miff.on'tons of a cereal grain, would
cost a developed nation about $150 million. If a chronic
food deficit nation received enough fertilizer in advance
to grow this Many tons of a cereal grain, however, it

..
would cost the developed nation only one-third as much
a savings of §500 million.

.

Food, fertilizer and population are interdependent,
While every effort should be made prior to and after the
World Food 'Conference-to-step up agricultural produc-
tion, we must recognize that there are liniits to the
numbei of .acres. on Which food can be grown. 'Con-
tinued population growth, even at declining rates of
growth during the rest of the century, will make it in-
creasingly difficult for the developing countries to hold
their own in per capita food production.' In fact, before
the end of the century-it is quite possible that -the 'limits
of agriculture will be reached and per capita food pro-
duction in the developing countries will have declined

' below present levels. Every effort intist be made, _there-
fore; consistent with .national sovereignty and human
dignity, to slow population grOWth before those limits

k. are reached.

WO=

ti

Fertilizer applied in a developing country yields twice
as -hush additional grain as in a developed country.
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Health of Motheri and children are
seriously affects t# by malnutition.

fooct, Nutrition and Fanilly Health

FREDERICK'T. SAt, M.D., M.P.H.
'Assistant Secretary-General ,

International Planned Parenthood Federation

In the last year, the world has been jolted out of
,
its

slumber, over food and -nutrition 4broblems by the
severe famines which have occurred tin the Sahel Re-
gion of Africa, ,India and to a lesser -extent. in, other
parts of the developing world. This is not a new phe-'
nomenon by any means. In many developing countries
chronic hunger., aggravated periodically by drought's
and floods, lways affects large nuinbets of the popula-
tion. The Littited Nations has- drawn attention to the
fact that one third. of mankind goes to bed hungry
every night. This one third Is in practice restricted
.to the "Third World." It therefore m 6. s that upwards
of 50 per cent of the populations of de eloping coun-
tries are badly fed and suffer from varcO'us degrees of
malnutrition. The food and nutrition problems Ahich
are primarily a result of poor agricultural and skeial,
development, in turn, help to aggravate the seriousness
of all other development problems.

vulnerable Groups MuSt Be Helped

Even within countries where'overall' malnutrition is
a problem; "vulnerable groups" which include pregnant
women, lactating women, infants and young children
are by and large the people who suffer most from the
consequences of severe malnutrition. This means that
at the family and household level, the health of mother
and 'cl;ild are most seriously affected (either directly
or indirectly) by nutrition problems.

Mothers atid.....children are most affected' because
their -.physiological needs for/food are xreater than
societies generally recognise. The conditions most
frequently seenvre protein calorie malnutrition which

2Q.

Is a 'allied deficiency of proteins and calories the
extreN. forms being Kwashiorkor and Marasmusr pri-
marily affecting children from the time of weaning
until they are able to partake fully of the household
foods. In aeveloping countries', the pre-school child
period is cdnsidered one-of the most susceptible 'periods
for malnutrition. It is estimated that 900,000,000
children suffer from severe or moderate protein calorie
malnutrition eadyear. Malnutrition throws a severe I
strain on individual, household and national resources
and is itself a major cause of mortality. It has been
estimated recently that out of every. 100 children un4r
five years of age who diFAI in various parts of Latin
America, five per cent died from causes directly due to

st)malnutrition, while another 55 per cent died with mal-
nutrition as an associated cause of death.

Vitamin A deficiency, which is due to lack of green
leafy vegetables or carotene-rich fruits in the diet, is also
widespread and leads to night blindness or even de-
struction of the eyes. Another very widespreati, cOndir:
tion is iron deficiency which causes anaemia, especially
in pregnantwomen. It has been amply demonstrated
that diseases which children And women in other
countries can live with or get over quite easily become
killers in the face of severe malnutrition_ Malnutrition,
therefore, acts. synergrstically with other conditions
to cause the very high levels of mortality found in de-
veloping countries:

The nutritional status of developing countries has
many complicated inter-relationships with the total de-
velopment problems of these countries. The major
,source of difficulty- is food production. Agricultural
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developinent is very glow in many of the countries of 6

the Third World because the methods used are largely
.elementary and very inefficient. There is a low level
of cavital inputs and Iwo fertilizer usage. The recent
fuel crisis has affected the fertilizer industry so badly
that the 'cost of food production is bound to increase.
In many places, the food crop production is entirely
dependent on climatic and weather conditions. When-
ever these conditions become adverse, man is exposed
to-the ravages of nature.

In addition to actual production, storage and proc-
essing difficulties are immense. Of the foods produced
in tropical Africa, for example, between I*0 arid 30 per
cent of all the grain is destroyed by insecis"untl vermin
of varidus kinds. There is much wastage also during
the distribution and marketing of the food.- c

The increase in population which is taking .place in
many of the deveIoping countries at mire than two
per cent per annum means an increased number of
mouths to feed. With higher levels of education arld
urbanization, the number of able-bodied people Coil-
suming rather than producing food is considerably
ncreasea. Finalry, the disproportionate investment
by governments in cash crops such 'as cotton and coffee,
as t5pposed to food crops has helped to aggravate the
situation.

Edtcation affects nutrition and food -Choice of an
individual both directly- and indirectlyindirectly,

V,

ti.

because the better educated a person is the more likely
he is'to get a well paid job and able, therefore, to af-
ford a vilriety df foods. With a good income till per-
centgfe of a salary spent on food is small and permits
flexibility in ti _rising food prices. The poorly
paid do not have this flexibility and as costs liise tend
to buy only the cheapest and least nutritious foods.
The more educated people are freer from taboos and
have a better understanding of the reasons for the
choices in foodthan 'others. Even he methods of food
preparation' used by those ignorant of nutrition can
diminish the food values .1

There is also the question of "pecking otder" of
those who consume the food. In rrAny homes in de-
veloping countries, for' instance, the father has first
Choice of the more nutritious plat- of the food; the
women and childretcome last. Where there is plenty
of food and a wide variety of it, this hierarchy has Very
little influence on family nutrition and health, but
where the food ;Available is only marginally adequate
for the family,' then the distribution or that food
within the home becorlies a matter of some considerable
importance. The women and, children who need them
most may have the least of the protein-rich sauces that
generally accorripany the staple rice or grain.

- A woman should normally gain the equivalent of
twice they birth weight of her child' during pregnIncy.
Yet a sizeable proportion of women in developing
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setter nutrition must be taught mothers to help provide good diets fOr children.
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countries are.unable to put on this much weight during
pregnancyindicating inadequate Stime gain
no weight at all. Since the baby is biologically depend-
ent upon the mother, this-means that the mother's own
nutrition is being sacrificed for the child. In sueti cir-
cumstances frequent, closely-spaced pregnancies help to
deplete the mother of the nutrients sht needs. Fre-
quently, she becomes anaemic, loses -teeth and weight
and may finally die with one of the Pregnancies. In
short, the heavy maternal 'mortality of developing

. countries is due not only, to 'infectious and communi-
cable djseasesobut also to anaemias and general under-
nutrition which are essentially; preventable. MI are
more haiardous in closely spaced pregnancies.

The children themselves may be marked from birth.
They 'may be premature pr their birthweights and
.their natural stores' of nutrients and immunity may
be low. The more malnourished the mother, the less
satisfactorily can she breast feed the baby. If she
becomes pregnant. the baby. is weaned from the

`breast. In the absence of satisfactory weaning 'foods or
the money for buying such food, closely spaced preg-
nancies themselves become a direct cause of.infant
and young child malnutrition and consequent death.

Supplementary Food Programs Needed

It is conceded that improving family income and
encouraging the production of varied foods are essen-

.tiar to adequate nutrition. Certain specific measures
may be undertaken in addition to assist especially

--vulnerable groups. A surveillance of families to identi-,
fy those at special risk would enable health and nutri-
tipn workers to concentrate on these. Such. vulnerable
groups should be the targets for supplementary feeding
programmes which might include skimmed milk, corn
and soya milk preparations as 'well as mixtures of local
cereals and pulses. These programmes should aim at
educating families to be able to eat more adequately
from loeally available foods.

Intensivenutritional education efforts should be

aimed at encouraging breast feeding, satisfactory
weaning practiies and adequate 'birth spacing. Family_
planning educron and services must be .included in
the total programme, which should also include vacei- 4
nation 'and other efforts to control infectiOn and to
cleanse the environment.
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Daily Calorie Consumption for
Selected Food Groups by Region

. Sub- Saharan Africa
Mexico &Ctintrat America
South AmericasT'-'
South Asia

th East Asia
Asia

Eastern Europe
EEC Nations
North America :

t) LISSA

Cereal Meat Eggs
-1109.

1197
898

1300
1589
1480
1498
878
659

X 1544

Developing, Countries
Average

Developed Countries.
Average

lixcludes Aritentirta and Brazil
Source: FAO Fpocl Balance 1984-66,

13Q0 ,

1127

61 3
131 16
203 13

8 1

77 8
78 7

314 31
474 '50
61,1). 64
240 27

89

371 44

It is necessary for sovereign governments to under-
stand the importance of adequate nutrition to the
national development effort. Governments should give'
food and nutrition high priority and evolve strategies
for improving the production, processing and distribu-
tion of food, Specific attention should.be given to the ,

production of low cost weaning foods, based essentially
on local ingredients.f Governmental and voluntary
prograMmes concerned with fogfif_nutrition and family
planning should be expanded and strengthened.

The' United Nations should renew its call far a
nutrition fund which will help give visible evidence that
food and nutrition have high priority. Such a fund
would complement the,; opulation fund and show that
the world recognizes the two-way relationship between
food and nutrition problems and _ population. Inter-
national efforts must be intensified in the search for

1. alternate natural and synthetic sources of proteins' and
the major vitamins. In the long run, international
action in both nutrition and family planting can only
gain universaRacceptance when the nations of 'the
world demonstrate their,_ concern with social justice
and their 'willingness to reorient international trade,
commerce and general development to help diminish
the gap that eieists today between the rich and the poor.
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"Population growth .is the dominant
source ofexpanding.demand for fa'od.':

Food: Growing Global Insecurity

by

LESTER R. BROWN

A.
senior Fellow

Overseas Development'Council

The soaring demand for food, spurred by con-
tinued population growth and rising affluence, has

begun to outrun the productive capacity of the world's
farmers and fishermen. The result has been declining,
food reserves, skylocketing food phces, intense inter-
aationarcompetitidu-lor exportable food supplies,, and,
export controls on major foodstuffs by the world's
principal food supplier.

We appFar to be entering an extended period in
which glolal grain reserves, which provide a crucial
measure of safety when crop failures occur, will general-
ly remain' on the low side, and,_ inwhich little if any ex-
cess cropland will be held idle in' the United States.
Food prices are likely to remain Considerably higher
than they were during the last de-6de. Meanwhile,' the
world has become overwhelmingly, dependent on one
continent North America for exportable food Sup-
plies. From a global perspective, the World is likely to
be. in a vulnerable- situation on the food front in the
years ahead. PArticularly alarming in the immediate
.futtire is a world shortage- of nitrogen fertilizers whicb
May restrain production gains in The developing nations
for several years to tome.

High food prices and shortages are an inconvenience
for the more affluent societies and individuals,'but they
place poor nations, and the poor within nations, in -an
especially dangerous predicament, Port the sizable seg-
ment of mankind that spends 80 per cent of its income
on food, a doubling in the price of Eheat or rice cannot
possibly be offset by increakd expenditures. It can only
drive a subsistence diet below the subsistence or survival

ti

Worldwide, population growth is still the dominant
source of expanding demand for food. If world popula-
tion were to continue to expand at- nearly two per cent
annually, merely maintaining current per capita cori-'
sumption lev,els would require a doubling of food pro-4
duction: in little more than.. a generatton. But rising
affluence has also emeiged as.a major claimant on food
resources. In. the poor countries, the annual consump-
tion of grain per person averages only abbut 400.pounds
per year. In the United States and Canada, by contrasj,
per capita grain utilization approaches one toil per
year. Of this total, only about 200 pounds are con-
sumed directly in the rorm of -bread, pastries, and
breakfast cereals. The remainder is consumed indirectly
in the form of meat, milk, and eggs. *

As incomes rise in the northern tier of industrial
countries, stretching from Western Europe through the
Soviet Union to Japan, a sizable share of the additional .
income is being converted into.demand for livestock
products, particularly beef. These nations are importing
increasing. amounts of livestock products, or of feed-
grain's, and soybeans, with which to expand their live-
stock production.

Four Critical Resources
As the world demand for food cliinbs, constraints

Co further expansion of food production become in-
'creasingl)4 apparent.- The traditional approach to in-

. creasing production expanding the area under culti-
vation has only limited potential for the future.
This approach is especially 'constrained by the lack of
availability of water for agricultural purposes. In many
regions of the world; fertile agricultural land would
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Planting high yield varieties, better irrigation and the
application of fertilizer4 result in greater crop yields.
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be available if water c uld be found 'to make it produc-
tive. But most o rivers that lend themselves tp
damming and to irrigation already have been de-.
veloped. The expansion of irrigated area is likely, to

'slow down. as we run out of easy opportunities-to con-
tinue expanding.

In many dekeloping countries, intensification- .of
agricultural production on the existing cultivated area
wvill require a several -fold inCiease in energy supplies
for-rum:Ling tractors, milling, harvesting; drying and the
like. With world,energy prices increasing, rapidly, the
,costs of intensifying 'food production will rise commen-
surately. 4. ,

Fertilizer is novii in critically short supply, and the
ouipok in this case, too, is higher prices. One reason
for 'the fertilizer stiOrtage is a lag imahe construction
of new production facilities which will not be rectified
for several years, but'the rising cost of energy will also

_keep fextilizer prices''Aiigh, since the manufacture of
nitrogen rettilizer the. most widely used chemical ferti-
lizercommonly requires natural .gas or naphtha as a
raw material, and the process of manufacture requires
large energy inputs. In\ 1974; there are signs that many
nations including somp Very populous ones, such as In-
dia, Indonesia, Pakist and the Philippines---:will be
unable to obtain the n eded amounts of fertilizer re-
gardless of price as J pan, Europe, .and the United
States cit back exports. It.appears certain that reduCed
fertilizer supplies during 974 will cause a drop in food
production in severX ke developing countries even if
weathei conditions are hood, substantia113%hicreasing
food import needs at a ti e when global reserves are al-
ready at dangerou* low levels and prices at record
highs.

A major constraint on e panding the supply of high-
protein foods is the fact t at' oceanic fisheries are no
longer expanding rapidly. F orn 1950 to 1970, the world-
fish catch climbed dramatically, going from 21 to 70

mi.11ion'460s. But since 1971 the catch has declined
for -three consecutive years which clouds future pros-'
peCt NIany' marine biologiSts now feel that the global
cat'eh OP'Itabie.grade fish at or near ,the maximum
sustainable leve

Fxtra Fo ,ro action Hurts World Ecologytri
In many parts of 'the world, the growing demand for

food is putting more. preSsure on the foii&producing
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ecosystem than it 'ean withstand.Two drainatic'exarrk-
ples among the maiiy "possible may be cited. One is
now all ;too evident in the drought-plagued, Sahel in
Africa. Over the past thirty-five years; human and live-
stock populations along the sub-Saharan fringe have
increased rapidly, pittting more pressure on the eco-
system than it can withstand. The result is over-grazing;
deforestation, general denudation of the land, "and the
southward movement of the Sahara at rates up to 30

t miles per year.
Coping with this situation requires far more than

temporary famine relief. The world Must recognize. that
a continuing food relief effort for this region will be
required indefinitely. But relief only treats the symp-
toms of ecological Overstress. Failure to address and
alleviate the causes of ecological stress in this region
through land management and stabilizing population
growthwill mean the destruction of a significant
portion of,Africa's food-producing cppacity.

The Indian subcontinent presents a second dramatic
example of ecological overstress. During the pitst fifteen
years, as human and livestock populations have in-
creased, the subcontinent has been progressively de-

, forested. During August of 1973 Pakistan expeFienced
a devastating flood; by far the worse in its history.
With deforestation. continuing,one can only predict that
the incidence and severity of flooding in Pakistan,
India, and Bangladesh will be much greater in the

. future than it is at present. In effect,, deforestation
caused by population pressures may be undermining
the,_foOthproducing capability of a subcontinent on
which a population of nearly three quarters of a billion
'people now depends.

Global Fond Reserves Depleted
,

Since World. War II the world has been fortunate to
have, in-effe5, two major food reservesone in the
form of grain reserves in the principal exporting
countries, and the other in the form of cropland held

'Thegovernment programs in, the United States.
'The sum of global reserve stocks and 4e potential
grain proiluction of idle cropland gives a good, indica:
tion of the actual total' reserve capability in the world
food economy inony given year. As the following table
demonstrates,re world is now in a situation of ex-
treme vulnerability. In 1973 and 1974, world reserve
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capabilities in relation to consumption needs have fallen
far belay any previous level in the po4war era.

North American Breadbasket is Precarious
G

The extent of global vulnerability is particularly
underlined by the growing dependence of the world on
North America for exportable food supplies. Over the
past three decades, .North Antericaparticularly the
United States, which accounts for three-fourths,of the
continent's grain exports has emerged as the world'S
breadbasket (see table). North America today con-
tributes'a larger share to the world's exportable sup-
plies of grains than the Middle East does to the world's
supply of gil. This extreme dependence leaves the
world in a very dangerous position in the event of an
adverse crop year in North America. Both the United
States and Canada are affected by the same climatic
cycles, and share a history of droughts every. twenty
years.

The global food outlook calls for the creation of an
internationally managed food reserve system, which
would provide a'measure of price stability in the world
food economy. This would be in t'e self-interest of all
nations. Clearly the world community has a basic'
humanitarian interest in ensuring that famine does not
occur in the densely populated low-incOme countries
following poor crop yearsan assurance the affluent
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nations may be ess able to proyide in the future lithe on world food resources. This can, most readily be ac-
current system of autonomous, nationally oriented food
planning is allowed to continue without modification.

The time has come for the United States to under-

complished through the substitution of vegetable-based
protein for animal protei'n.

Qyer the longer run,.the greatest opportunities for
joke a major reassessment of its food aid program. The ,,expanding food supplies lie in the developing countries,
surpluses on which the program relied in the past are where the world's greatest reservoir of unexploited
likely to appear much Ins frequently in the future. A food production potential is located. Large increases in
new commitment must be made to ensure the availabili. food supply are possible in these countriesat far
ty of needed levels Of grant and concessional food aid lower cost in resources than in agriculturally advarKed
regardless. of whether commercial surpluses exist at nationsif farmers are given the necessary economic
the time: International pledges to the' World Food incentives and have access, to the requisite inputs. In-
Program inust also be increased beyond the $440_ I- [emotional and bilateral support for agricultural de-
lion target for 1975-76 to offset the recent commod velopment in the poor countries needs to be strength-
price Tise. ened considerably.

A close examination of the extent of overfisiting in --- A crash effort-to increase world fertilizer production
many of the world's fisheries underlines theurgency , will be necessary if current sltokages are to be allevi-
of evolving a cooperative global approach to the man- ated. Great potential exists for combining energy and
agement of oceanic fisheries at the 1974 Law of the Sea capital in the Persian Gulf with industrial technology
Conference. Failure to do this may result in continuing to produce ample amounts of low cost fei:tilizer for use
depletion of stocks; declining catches, and rises-in sea- in developing nations.
foodprices that will make those of the early 1970s

Population Lliowt Must Be Slowedseem modest by comparison.
A 'variety of forces should compel thoseineau-n4-Fi-es---

like the United States to reduce the demands tJie place The prospect of an emerging chronic global, scarcity of
food underlines the need to slow and stabilize population

rld Security 100x
growth as rapidly as possible. Given recent demographic

Wo Food :I trends, one can conceive of this occurring in the in-
-

; dustrial countries, but in the poor countries,. it will be
fteSefirlfS much more difficult to achieve population' ttability

Resew* of ,

of Gram, -,Ovanci- indicates that birth rates do not usually decline dramati-
within an acceptable time frame. The hisstorical record

Stoqtrs OtWO-114;

cally unless certain basic social needsa reasonable
,

standard of liVing, an assured food supply, a' reduced
infant mortality rate, literacy, and health services
are satisfied, providing the basic motivation for smaller

families.
Population-induced pressures on the global food sup-

, will only continue to increase if substantial econom-
ic and social progress among the world's poo!-, is not
made. A greatly expanded program to, Atake fanljly
planning' services available to all. who' desire them, in
rich and poor nations, is certainly necessary. Access
to family planning seryices alone, however, v411 not
break the dismal cycle in which most of the increases
in Co d production have always been consumed by an
eve xpanding number of mouths to feed, leaying much
of mankind hungry.
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`alie world is shrinking fast
into a small neighbourhood"

Human Family Responsibilities
V,

0%14

0 Alw
by

CHIRAPURATH ITTY
Director, Commission on the

Churches:Participation in Development
World Council of Churches

Vijhat happens in, one place inevitably affects an-
v T other; every calamity has global repercussions.

This is true of The present scarcity of food and the fam-
ine situation in some countries. For one thing, the
causative factors behind such local or national situa-
tions are as much global as national. This is a new fac-
tor' of the present stage in history. When famines
occurred in the past, they were wholly or mainly due to

1.) local conditions. Today, due to improvements in na-
tional and global transportation systems and com-
modity markets, famine is generally more evenly
spread among the world's poor and the locale.of inten-t
sity may be shifted.

To illustrate, the grain sale between the United States
and the Soviet Union, and the consequent depletion of
American reserves and spiralling price increases, have
been a factor in the acute food situation in certain coun-
tries of the Third World. In this global village in which
we live, no nation can take a unilateral action without
considering the inevitable effects in the world as a
whole. To allow some members of the human family to
die

4 of starvation when other members have the 'means
to prevent it is nothing lets than callous or even cruel.

Tie range Of moral implications of the present situa-
tion dfrn be seen more clearly if one analyses causes and
some possible remedies. How, did the present food crisis
come about? The simple answer is that production Alas
lagged behind demand. This leads to two other ques-
tions. Why has production not increased adequately and
why has demand reached new levels?

conditions in the immediate future could solve the short-
. term problem. But the factors involved are many and

varieitsWhat happeped in recent ilionths is symptomat.
is of a long-term trend in the prodiiction of goods. This
causes alarm.

Shortage of Available Land

On the one hand, Mere is A serious shortage of land
that can be used for agriculture. In densely-populated
regions such as Euwpe and. Japan, agricultural land is
being taken over to make room for industrial expansion,
recreational facilities and urban growth. Elsewhere, a
good deal of agricultural landis ldst through erosion,
for example in the Indian sub-continent, North Africa,
the Middle East,t.Central America and the Andean re-
gion. In some other areas, the available land cannot be
used due to inadequate water supply. However, if the
world is taken as a'"Whole, there is additional land in
many parts which can still be brought under cultivation.
But this would require a global approach to the problem
and a change in outlook of certain nations with poten-
tial land resources"hich could be used to feed the
world's populatiOn.

Increasing Per Acre Yields

The other viable possibility is to increase the yield of
the land in use. For example, wheat yield per acre in
de USA is three times that of India, while rice yield in

.Japan is three times that of Thailand. Increased yieldK,
however, demand capital input in the form of fertilizers,

No doubt the major reason for the present shortage pesticides and technology as well as educational efforts
°was the adverse weather conditions in many parts of the among the farmers of the poor Countries. Additional ef-

rvorld, during the 1972-73 period. Favourable weather fort is needed, as the so-called "Green Revolution:' has
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not yet fulfilled the great expectations that were raised
when it was launched.

The sad fact is that poor countries have insufficient
capital to improve their production. The appeal by the
United Nations at the beginning of thisSecond Devel-
opmerft Decade to the rich nations to allocate one per
cent of their gross national product to development as-
sistance has been ignored by almost all. In fact, the net
flow of development assisiance to the poor countries has
'actually diminished in recent years due to the outflow of
debt payments and inflation. Worse ail], the present eco-
nomic order, including trade relations, monetary sys-
tems and investment policies, is geared to the rich' be-
coming richer and the poor poorer. In many respects it
is the same system that enables the rich to grow that
prevents the,poor from advancing. Unless the exploita-
tive pattern built into the present economic order is
radically changed, development prospects, including in-
creased food production, will continue to be bleak.

If mankind is one human family, it is the moral duty
of the rich osivthird to help the poor two thirds. An at-
titude of charity is not enough. What is called for is a
system that is free of exploitation, nd injhstice.

Population Growth Must Be Slowed

The question of increasing demands for food also
needs examination. There are two main factors. One is
the growth of population and,the other is rising demand
caused by increasing affluence. World population grows
at about two per cent each year and is expected to
double in 30 years. This facCalone explains a corre-
sponding increase in the demand for food. It is obvious
that, if the world is to avert a major catastrophe, efforts
should be made to curb tile increase in population along
with efforts to increase food production.

The problem is more serious when one consider the
situation of the poor nations, societies and families.
Fout-fifths-of the annual world population increase of
an estimated 70 million occurs in the poor countries. In
many of these countries, which are already faced with
mass poverty and, lack of resources for growth, the in-
crease in population means additional burdens and
greater misery. Even in these countries, the poorest so-
cieties contribute more to the population increase,. re-
sulting in increased' poverty for themselves and their
children. Therefc mere common sense dictates the
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need for a concerted effort, at family, nati nal and glob-
al levels to bring down the rate of populatio growth.

,This is easier said than dtte. One me sure that the
world as a whole and nations in particular an and must
take itTassivecational programmes on family plan-
ning and making cheap and effective contraceptive
methods alailableito all, parficularly, to poor families.

However, frorh a moral and-religious point of view it
is necessary to emphasize that governments must recog-
nize the fundamentliVright of parents to determine the
size and spacing of'their families, as stated by the
United Nations Conference on Human Rights at
Teheran. At the same time,-the parents have die moral
obligation to exercise their rights in the light of their
responsibility to the larger society.
" According to a statement "PopulatiOn Policy, Social
Justice and the Quality of Life"issuedo.irast year by the
World Council, of Churches, "If a government considers
that some intervention is required, that government
must;

(1) Demonstrate' that continued unrestricted liberty
poses a ilthat to human welfare; that the com-
mon goodgood i§ threatened;

(2) Demonstrate - that the proposed restrictions on
freedom promise in the long it'll to maximize op-
tions of choice;

(3) Se that the restrictions on free choice fall upon

TIM
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all equally;
(4) Choose the

tiOn7'
progfamme that entails least interven-

e-7
Issues of Social Justice

An eqUally impottant aspect of this problem is the
interrelationship between social justice and population
growth 'which was also pointed out in the above
mentioned statement:

Recent studies relating to Taiwan, Mexico, Tur-
key, Egypt and the India43akistan-Bangladesh
sub-continent suggest that programmes of:so-dal
justice in particular localities may lead to a decline
in birth-rates, while birth-rates remain high where'
growth is not governed by social justice. Such indi
cations,if confirmed by subsequent research could
bring a .siginificant .shift in the approach to popula-

a,tion probl6ms. Instead of stressing economic growth
and reduction in birth-rates as. the main precondi-
tions and agents, of social well-being, improvement
in the lot of the common man may be seen as es-
sential °for art effective population policy... .. Just as
distributiv'e injustice within a developing economy
contributes to the misery of the masses and gives'.a .
visite/face. to the population problem, so lack of

inte
r
n jnational economic ustice contributes to the ,

impoverishment of the Third World. Thus it is

require emergency foOd supplies and medical care.

necessary to considerinternational economic justice
as an essential remedial measure for the global
population problem.
The increasing demand for grain caused by affluence

also needs consideratiOn. In North America per capita
grain consumption currently approaches one ton per
yearabout five times that of the Third World. The
main reason is that substantial grain resources go to
feed cattle and poultry in order to produce meat, milk
and eggs'. It is estimated that if grain production were
increased by 30, million tons per year, eight, million:tons
of it would be necessary to meet increasing demands by
the affluent and the rest for the increasing poor popula-
tion. Therefore, alongside the efforts to curb population
there is a need to curb the increasing demand arising
from the rich by, reducing their,animal protein intake.

For this and other reasons,, it is fair to say that the
imbalance between population and resources which is
the crux of the population crisis is carried more by de-
veloped th'an by developing nations. By a much higher
per capita use of, resources, developed nations are ag-
grayating the exrsfing disequilibripm. In developed na-
tions the main stress needs to be dot only on reduciip
population growth, but also on reducing wasteful iAe
of the world's resources, together with an attack on
environmental and ecological problems that pose a
threat to all mankind. -

Reevaluation of Priorities Required

We have reached a point-of decision. For years it has
been assumed by many that development of the poor
societies could be achieved without any cutback in the
rate of growth and consumption of the rich nation's. The
present food aid energy crises have proved this assump-
tio_n false. It Leas also thought that a little more aid, or
slightly better terms of trade, would bring about a rea-
sonable,rate of development in the poor countries. This
assumption has also proven to be false.

Unless the present world systems that govern interna-
tional economic relations and behaviour are radically
altered and the policies and structures of countries
changed in order to bring together social justice and self=
reliance as enlightenipg principles of economic growth,
the world will be faced with unprecedented calamities
and tensions. If mankind is' one human family, it can
maintain itself only on the basis' of justice, solidarity and
peace.
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"Business Usual"- Cannot Continue
by

HAROLD W. BOSTROM
President

M.I.P. Sciences, Inc..

Much has been written and more will be written on
th-e:problerns that beseige mankind globally. There

is an energy crisis: There has been, for some tithe, a
population crisis. Today there is a food crisis while min-
eral and other shortages are deVeloping. Yet there is still
a tendency, in all nations, not to recognize the magni-1'
tudei of-these crises but, instead, to look hopefully for
"basiness as usual." The tragic fact is that 3.8 billion

fo people may be developing or seeking a life style that is
more than nature or the eco-system can bear on this
planet of finite resources. Great tragedy will befall us
unless overly rapid population growth can be slowed down
and life styles and consumer demands in many nations

. become more modest.

1
Enormous sums have been spent to develop hy.brid

.mutant strains of cereal grains with which to buy time,
food,- and thereforehope for the human family. Years
have been ,spent laboring in the laboratory and the
fields successfully improving yields. For this work
Norman Borlaug received the Nobel. Peace award. Food
gains, however, have not been sufficient. Ominously, in-
creases in the cost of fertilizer may soma slow the rate of
increase in agricultural production.

All Resources Are Limited
At one time, it alipeared that resources, for all prac-

tical purposes, were without limit. We are now entering
a new era in the history of mankind. In these coming

(decades, many chvges and sacrifices will be reqUired if
the human race is to survive id a viable world society.
What are these changes? For the. U.S.A., Margaret.

ead,#he anthropologist, suggested that if each citizen
to one less hamburger a week, that could provide suf-
cient protein to ameliorate hunger in the developing

c untries and to buy time to perform the long term task
o checking population growth. I would make some fur-
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ther suggestions: Millions of small farms and acres of
farm land in the U.S.A. and elsewhere have been

'abandoned, either Because, farthing is no longer prpfita-
ble or because other land-uses such as roads or luburbS
haVe seemed more urgent. .MeSns should be found to
return -people to landwhich nust be reserved for food
production. Wastefut use of. foods for pets, extensive
fertilizing of lawns and golf courses, and above all, mas-
sive expenditures on arnMents cut directly or indirect-
ly into the amount of food avaklable for hungry people.
Priorities should be reevaluated and reorganized in the
developed countries,' These issues should bedebated in
an international forumthe United Nations for exam-
ple. Developing nations should be advised thit help will
be provi6jed if they too focus on internal reforms, popu-
lation management and other priority programs.,

The frontiers of the physical worldsuch 4s the
amount of arable land which can be brought into pro-
ductionare closing, but technology is still capable of
titanic innovation., A great constituency of human be-
ings must band.t4ether to_ urge political leaders every-
where from the, Smallest nation states to those having
the most powerful nuclear muscle to find a new equilib-
rium between man 'and 'nature. There can be no true
peace, or prosperity;untii this challenge is met. Visible
progress was made at the UN Environmental Confer-
ence at Stockholm in 1972. The second great oppdrtuni-
ty will be in Buchaiest, Romania in August 1974 at the
World Population Cdnference. There will be other meet-
ings to follow. But time is also a resource, not infinite in
terms of the Koblems needing resol tion.

Time is-in very, short supply o as nations must Ap-
ply the full measure of human intel igence, ingenuity, and
good intentions 'to 'banish the terrible prospect of con-
tinuing world hunger and deprivations from this planet.
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R. T. Ravenholt
Receives Hugh Moore- Award
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Dr.-Reime T. Ravenholt was awarded the 1914Hugh Moore Memorial AWard on June 20at the Hotel Americana uring
the lnternati nal Convocation on the World PopulationCrisisjn New York. Ravenholt is the Director,tpffice of Po lation,

Bureau of Population and HiimanitariatrAssistanee for the Agency.for international DevelOpffient (AID). etp

"Few peaple so richly deserve an award as much as Ray Ravenholt does," stated William H. Draper, Jr., Honorary :

Chairmanof the Population Crisis Committee and Master of Ceremony during the award presentation. "It has been
under his capable leadership and guidance that.the United StateS mobilized talent and,resources to agsist developing countries

to help solv their own pro6lems. When Dr. Ravenholt began eight years ago, the Agency for International
Develop ent had only two fulltime professional in the Population Branch and a budget of afeW million.caillars..

Today, he d rects a staff of more than .100' employeesnnd a program of 'about $125,000.,000.-le has forged a splendid
team of professionals throughout the world who hasve been responding successfully to the many requests for population
and family planning assistance from developing nations. All.of us who work in the popUlationmovement, and in fact the

eit world, Owe him thanks and appreciation." In presenting the award to Ravenholt,Mrs. Hugh Moore heartily
congratulated im on behalf of the Hugh Moore Fund and the population Crisis Committee; oaf which she is a director.

The Hugh More Memorial Award is given annually to an outstanding individual who has demonstrated imagination,
initiative and vision in the population field.

The award is given ittrnemory of Hugh: Moore, the inventor of the Dixie Cup and a founder of the Population Crisis
Committee. The Minnal recipient of the Hugh Moore Award is chosetiby the Population Crisis COmMittee in consultation
with the Intern tional Planned. Parenthood rederation the Association for Voluntary Sterilization and the population

Instituteall organizations'Which Hugh Moore supported.

Last year the award ent to Dr. Malcolm !ions, then Ivredical Director of the
A

International Planned Parenthood Federation.

v"
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